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CHAPJ:'ER I
INTRODUCTION
From antiquity to the present, 1 seriousness and play
have been topics of considerable discussion and

~~iting

(""Vrith play being the more popular of the tlrJo).

Contemporary

literature on play seems to deal not so much with its philosophical meaning and application as with its psychological,
sociological, and even theological dimensions and its prac2
tical application in man's everyday life.
For some
1 Discussions of play are found in Plato, for example,
(Republic, 4, 425a and 7, 536e; and LavTS, 2, 667d sq .. and 7,
803c sq.} ~~d also in Aristotle (Nichomachean Ethics, 4,
1128 a ff. a~d 10, 1176b ff.). An excellent suxvey of early
primary literature on play a~d seriousness can be found in
Hugo Rahner, Nan at Play, translated by Brian Battershat-.r and
EdvJard Quinn (1-!eitJ York: Herder a.~d Eerder, 196?), pp. ll-l~5.
Johann Huizinga, Homo Ludens A Stud of the Pla Element in
Culture (Boston: Beacon Press, 1750 also contalns a comprehenslve study of the history of play.
2
Besides R~~ner and Huizinga, some other contemporary
studies of play are E.D. I'·Ii tchell and Bernard S. Hasen,
~:1 heory of Play (I.1e"~..r York: A.S. Barnes, 193'l); Florence Greenhoe Hobbins, The Sociolog of Pla'r Recreation and Leisure
Time (Dubuque, 01:1a: vl.C. BrOi.m., 1 5 ; Hobert Calll.OlS,
Han, Play a'1d Games, trans. i·;eyer Barash (Netv York: Free
Press of Glencoe, Ill., 1961); Eugen Fink, Le jeu comme
symbole du monde, trans. from the German by Ha'l.s Hildebrand
and Alex .Lindenberg (Paris: Editions de I1inuit, 1966); Susanna f:Iillar, The PsycholO.~SY of PlaJ (HarmondSi.·mrth: Penc;uin,
1968); Jacques Henriot, Le ~eu (Parls: Presses Universitaires de France, 1969); 1-?.obert F. Neale, In Praise of Pla:y::
::I.'m·mrd a Psycholop;y of Religion (Ne\'l York: Harper and Hov1,
1969); David LeHoy iiiller, Gods and Games: Tmvard a Theoloh.
o:L Pla;y (l!e~'r York: \;']orld Publishint; Co., 1970 ; Donald \loods
Uinnicott, Playi::.;~ and Reali t:y (He\·J York: Basic Books, 1971);
T

l

2

conteoporary thinl-::ers, then, play is an important aspect of
nai'l. 1s physical and intellectual development and, hence, is a

serious and necessary part of life.
This position is best expressed by Hugo Rahner '':Jho, in
f·'ian at Play, defines play as

• • • a human activity v1hich engages of necessity
both soul and body. It is the expression of an imvard
spiritual skill, successfully realized \•lith the aid of
physically visible gesture, audible sound and tangible
matter • • • As such it is precisely the process \'!hereby the spirit 'plays itself into' the body of 1.-rhich it
is a part •
.lL"ld so v.re tall< of play 1.·rhenever
• • • the physically visible has become the expression
of an inner fullness that is sufficient to itself~
Play is thus an activity that is undertaken for the
sake of being active, meaningful but directed tm·rards
no end outside itself.3
In this book Rahner also a"lalyzes systematically, though·
often not very intensely, the positions vJhich a number of
thinkers have taken on play anci seriousness.
"G.L":ls surve;y are t11e vlei;JS
' 1

•

,_

•

f.'

O.L

Included in

4
'!)1 o t lnus
.
~
.J..
•
as f ound 1n
cerL.aln

.r

passages fro:rr the Enneads ·1..-1hich Hahner has carefully chosen
for their information on serio·usness and play.

However,

these passages are often misir..terpreted by hiTn and thus seem
to support his position on play.

\'le shall return to Ralmer 1 s

J.Jai·:rence I·1. Hinma,"l, nr·Tietzsche 1s Philosophy of Play, n Iiiaster1s Thesis, Loyola University of Chicago, 1975; Erik Erikson, Tovs and Reasons (Ee\·J York: Forton, 1977) ..
7.

7

l•

Hu:~;o Tiahner, I··Tan at Play, pp.

~s

· ·
ee Ib let.,
pp. 16, 26, 28-9,

6-7.
38-9~

3
interpretation of Plotinus later in this chapter.
From this survey Ra.hner concludes that only the man \vhose
foundation is in the reality of God and \vho can conceive of
his life a.n.d. of all the happenings in the vrorld as a single
great theatrical performance (because he knm·Ts something of
th~

secrets behind the stage) can call life on earth a game

and a s_hadovJ play.

And only thus

• • • does gay melancholy become both possible and justified, the mood \·Ihich must always govern the Christian,
the true homo ludens, as he follows his middle road~
Love for the world and rejection of the world--both of
these must dra1.·1 him and he must at one and the same
moment be ready to fold that 'llvorld in his embrace and
to turn his back upon it.5
Thus, for Rahner, man is fully real only when his life consists of proper amounts of both seriousness and
this dual character:

11

pl~.

Life has

it is gay because secure in God, it is

tragic because our freedom continually imperils it, and so the
man vrho truly plays must be both gay and serious at ·t;he same
time. 116
Plotinus, hm·Jever, argues that there is a radical contrast
bet\·Teen seriousness and play.

It is equivalent to the contrast

betvmen philosopher and non-philosopher and, ultimately, between reality and unreality.
In one of his later treatises, for example, Plotinus says
that "in the events of our life here it is not the soul \•zi thin
but the outside shadow of man vrhich cries and moans and
5Ibid., pp. 39-40.
6 Ibid., p. 42.

carries on in every sort of v;e:;_I as though on a stage uhich is
the v1hole earth • • • Doings like these belong to a man -r.1ho
lmovJS hmv to live only the lm·rer and external life and is not
m·rare that he is playing in his tears, even \vhen they are
[for him] serious tears.7

For only the serious part of man

can treat serious affairs seriously; the rest of man is a toy.
But teys, too, are taken seriously by those vrho do not knm·r
hovJ to be serious and are toys themselves..

If anyone joins

in their play and suffers their sort of sufferings, he should
realize that he has only tumbled into a children's game and
he must put off this play costume" (III, 2 [47], 15, lines 4557) .. 8
In another late treatise he remarks that

11

the serious man

has already reasoned even \vhen he reveals \vhat he has in himself to another; but with respect to himself he is vision.

For

7In the Liddell-Scott Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1968), p. 1630, ~rrovd"o(i!as means 11 in haste,
q·uick, • • • in ordinary use denoting energy or earnestness. 11
1:Jhen used to describe persons it means "earnest, serious, . . . .
active, zealous." It also means good or excellent, both in the
general and moral senses. The adverbial form is translated as
11
\·Ii th haste or zeal, seriously, earnestly, \vell, • • • most
carefully, in the best "~ilaJ..... ~
The man v1ho is atfOVdiX(...05 , then, is both intellectually
astute and morally good. Furthermore, he pursues his interests not haphazardly but with zeal and care. Therefore, here
and throughout this thesis we shall translate
6fl'ovd'o<l:.os
as "the serious man" and not as "the \vise man" or uthe truly
good and \•rise man. 11 These latter expressions are inaccurate
and vrill only lead us mvay from Plotinus' intended meaning.
8Here and else\·rhere in this thesis VJe shall refer to portions of the Enneads as follovrs: (III, 2 [ l~7], 15, lines 45-57)
uhere III refers to the Ennead, 2 to the treatise, [47] to the
chronological position of the treatise according to Porphyry's
ordering, and 15 to the chapter.

o

5
already he is turned to•:mrd the One aYid tm,rard the quiet t.·Jhich
is not only of \vhat is outside, but also of v1hat is in relation to himself; and all is \'Iithin himtr (III, 8 [30], 6,
lines 37-40).
The playful man, for Plotinus, is concerned only vrith the
needs of the body and the shallow pursuits of everyday life-and therefore ,tli th unreality; vThile it is the philosopher or
se~ious

man who plumbs the depths of reality and truth.

He

alone becomes serious and real, then, \·Tho achieves unity \<lithin himself and with the Primal Reality, the One or Good.
These fe\·J brief remarks ,.,ill serve to introduce us to the
purpose of our thesis: to study those texts in l.-Jhich Plotinus
speaks of seriousness or play in order to make explicit what
seriousness means and •:lhy it alone is the proper state for man ..
Furthermore, because it is the serious man who is unified with
the Primal Reality, the One or Good,

our examination of ser-

iousness v"lill help us to achieve a better understanding of
t.:That "to be real 11 means for Flotinus and thus \vill provide a
significant insight into his entire \·leltanschauung.
Although there are, as v1e have already mentioned, many
studies which are v:holly or partially concerned v;i th seriousness and play in general, little or no work has been done on
these notions specifically as they appear in Plotinus' Enneads.
This conclusion \'Jas reached after first consulting Bert
I'1arien, ''Bibliografia Critic a degli Studi Plotiniani 11 (Bari:
G. Laterza

2~

Figli,

19L~9;

in V. Cilento, Plotino Enneadi, Vol ..

6

3, Part 2, pp. 391-622).
been done ex professo
prior to

There vre found that no '\·!ork

had

on seriousness or play in the Enneads

19L~9.

Furthermore, no work has been done ex professo on seriousness or play in the Enneads since 1949, as anyone consulting apposite volumes of J. Narouzeau, Juliette Ernst, et al
( eds.) ,_ L' ann~e philologique (Paris: fiLes Belles Lettres, 11
~

1949 sqq.) can discover.
But are there studies done since 1949 which, though they
do not mention seriousness or play in their titles, nevertheless are devoted to topics linked to seriousness by Plotinus
(e.g., the One, inner

a~d

outer man, contemplation, soul,

eild'ttt,;.t...ov!cx. )? And are there studies

in v-rhich there are dis-

cussions of passages in the Enneads furnishing us with key
texts on seriousness (i.e., III, 8 [30], 6 and 8; III, 8 [30],
1; I, L~ [46], 9 and 11; III, 2 [47], 15)?

In sampling such

secondary literature vre asked the follm-ring tvm questions:
Does the VJork deal ;,vi th a topic which is other than, yet relevant to, seriousness or play in the Enneads?

Secondly, does

the vmrk discuss a passage from the Enneads \'lhich is a part
of a key text?

The survey \vhich follm'TS illustrates that

fe\·T

if any Horks thus approached contained discussions of seriousness or pla;y.
\·Je have already noted that Rahner, in a portion of his
book on man at play, treats the views of Plotinus on seriouso

ness and pla;y.""

There he examines III, 8 (30), 1 and III, 2

7
( 47), 15 and concludes that, for Plotinus, the man t:Iho plays
is really
••• always two men in one: he is a man vrith an easy gaiety
of spirit • • • but he is also a man of tragedy, a man of
laughter and tears, indeed, of gentle irony, for he sees
through the tragically ridiculous masks of the game of
life and has taken the measure of cramping boundaries of
our earthly existence. And so, only one who can fuse
these tt·ro contradictory elements [i .. e., his seriousness
and his gaiety] into spiritual unity is indeed a man who
t-ruly plays.lO
According to Rahner, then, "mere seriousness does not get dm·m
to the roots of things, and

0

D

0

a spirit of fun, of irony

and of humour often digs deeper and seems to get more easily-because more playfully--do'I.Am to the truth. nll
Though Rahner's theological study of play is interesting
and helpful in itself, there are di.fficul ties \vi th his interpretation of Plotinus.

For example, he ascribes to "the man

.

\·Tho truly plays" tvm dialectical aspects, namely, his seriousness and his gaiety.

A careful reading of all relevant texts

on seriousness and play in the Enneads reveals, hoviever, that
the playful Qan and the serious man, for Plotinus, are not at
all similar and, in fact, represent contradictor;y: vie\·rs of
reality and life style.

Therefore, Plotinus' m·m viev; is that

the man Hho truly plays is not the serious man.

Second, it is

the serious man and not the playful man who has achieved his
true state and is therefore truly real.
0

/See above, p. 2.

10

Hugo Rahner, l'Ian at Play, p .. 27 ..

11

Ibid.' p. 29.

Finally, though the

8

serious man may sometimes play, this play is al\vays for the
sake of something serious and never for its

o~~

sake.

Thus,

although Rahner chooses relevant and helpful passages from the
Enneads, his exegesis of them nevertheless suffers from inaccuracies, \vhich this thesis \·Jill undertake to correct ..
Jean Trouillard does not mention seriousness in his excellent book bn Plotinian purification, even though he discusses
the £ndividual soul and its purification. 12 Yet~ for Plotinus,
it is precisely the soul of the serious man vrhich is purified
by its coming to unity -vli th itself and eventually 't-ri th the One ..
Although he devotes considerable space to a discussion of
the One in his article on infinity in
does not mention seriousness. l3

Plotinus~

Leo Sweeney

But, for Plo·tinus, unity \ti th

the One is precisely the characteristic of the serious man.
Similarly, in his article on the basic principles of Plotinus'
philosophy, Sweeney omits discussion of seriousness even though
he devotes considerable attention to the topic of unity. ]_4
E. R. Dodds, in an article evaluating the philosophy of
Plotinus, does not mention seriousness when describing the indi vidual's realization of his "true self" by a
tification "tvith his source [the One].rr 15

"volunt~--y

iden-

Dodds also speaks

12Jean Trouillard, La purification plotinienne (Paris:
Presses Universitaires de France, 1955).
l3Leo S1·reeney,

(1957): 515-535

a~d

11

Infinity in Plotinus, 11 ,9-regorianum 38

713-732.

ll~Leo Svmeney, "Basic Principles in Plotinus' Philosophy, 11
GregoriaDum 42 (1961): 506-16.
1 5:8. R. Dodds, "Traditional and Personal Achievement in

the Philosophy of Plotinus," The Journal of Roman Studies 50

(1960): 3.

9
of a

11

tract of personality v1hic:1 lies above the ego-conscious-

ness and beyond its everyday reach
who is timelessly engaged in
point out that this

11

1

e

-vo1Jot,S

••

11

16

a secret

'illi~er

man'

But he fails to

voluntary identification" and the trinner

man" are precisely characteristics of seriousness and of the
serious man, respectively.
Although Pierre Hadot accurately translates
-

6 affovoa~os

I

as "l'homme serieux," he offers no further explication of this
notion in his book on Plotinus. 1 7 Furthermore, there is no
discussion of seriousness or play when Hadot cites and explicates passages from I, 4 and III, 2, from which two of our key
texts are taken. 18
In his book on the philosophy of Plotinus, Cleto Carbonara speaks of the ascent of the mi.nd or soul to the suprasensible in terms of the purification of the wise man. 1 9 But Carbonara does not make the further point that only the serious
man is purified and only consequently becomes wise, good, and
so on.
Although he cites relevant passages from III, 2 and discusses providence and unity in his book on the meaning of images and metaphors in Plotinus, R. Fer\·Terda does not mention
16Ibid., p. 6.
1 7Pierre Hadot, Plotin ou la simplicite du re~ard (Paris:
Librairie Plon, 1963), p. 150.
18Ibid., pp. 143-150.
l9cleto Carbonara, La Filosofia di Plotino, 3rd ed. (Napoli: Libraria Scientifica Edltrlce, 1964), pp. 272-288.

10

ma.n's seriousness or his unity. 20

Specifically, he discusses

the imagery of plays, the theatre, and actors in Plotinus'
philosophy but fails to explicate their important connection
't·Ti th the serious man B..."ld \·ri th his perspective on earthly concerns.
In chapters of his book on Plotinus 21 dealing vli th €VdtX..~I

pOVt,{X:;. and \·lith the self, John

lives at the level of

""'
-vovs
"

rJI. Rist speaks of "the man 1:rho

.
and of· "the just man" but never

mentions the term Plotinus himself so often uses to describe
this sort of man:

(

1'

1"\

0 cSrt'OVoolt..OS , "the serious man."

In an article on integration and undescended soul, Rist
discusses the "empirical self 11 and the "second self," or the
outer man and inner man, and then considers their relation
"in the case of the best soul, the soul of the philosopher ..

.

. •·

v1hose ego has become identified with or perhaps integrated \'lith
the higher soul. It has become the higher self in actuality .. n 22
But Rist fails to mention that the philosopher
-is the serious
man

for Plotinus, and that the identification or integration

achieved by his "ego" is nothing else than its

unity~

\d.th it-

self and ':Ii th the One, which is the chief characteristic o:f
seriousness.

20 R. Ferwerda,,La signification des ima. es et des metalhores dans la pensee de Plot1n Gron1ngen: J. B. Wolters,
965), pp. 180-183.

21 John N. Rist, Plotinus: The Road to Reality (Cambridge:
University Press, 1967), pp. 139-158.
22 John I·1. Hist, "Inte~ration C:Ll1d Undescended Soul in
Plotinus,n American Journal of Philolog;y: 88 (1967): 1+19-20.

11

Finally, in an article on the Plotinian One and the God
of Aristotle, 2 3 Rist incorrectly translates 6 6'11Dvcf'cx.'2os
as the "good man" (r,:Jhile quoting from I, lf- [46], 9, lines 5There Plotinus speaks of the serious man, whose inner

15).

reality is unaffected by sleep, ill health or magic.

It is

misleading to refer to this man simply as the "good man"
because (as v,re shall see belmv) his goodness is not coterminous vli th his state of seriousness.
Although his fine book on nature, contemplation and the
One contains an extensive examination of III, 8, John N. Deck
.
nowh ere d ~scusses

.

ser~ousness

or p 1 ay. 24

s. . 1 ar1 y,
~m~

.

~n

h.~s

chapter on the One 2 5 no examination of these topics can be
found.
Dietrich Roloff, in an othervdse helpful explication of
four related treatises, mentions d 6rrovd;ros only once 26 in
his treatment of III, 8 and does not explain its meaning at
all.

Many other portions of III, 8 treat seriousness and play,

but Roloff does not mention them.
2 3John N. Rist, "The One of Plotinus and the God of Aristotle, 11 The Revie-v,r of Hetaphysics 27 (1973): 75-87.
24John N. Deck, Nature, Contemplation and the One (Toronto: University Press, 196?).
2 5Ibid., Ch. 2, pp. 7-21.
26nietrich Roloff, Plotin, Die Gross-Schrift III, 8-V,
8-V, 5-II, 9 (Berlin: \'/alter de Gruyter & Co., 1970), p. 206.
For criticism of Roloff's interpretation see Christoph Elsas,
Neu latonische und -nostische \·Teltablehnun in der Schule
Plotins Berl1n: Halter de Gruyter, 1 7 75 , pp. 84-

12
No references to seriousness can be found in Chapter Sixteen of Joseph r1oreau 's book on Plotinus 2 7 even though the
chapter is entitled "La vision unitive" and relates the soul's
going beyond intellection, 28 its final conversion, 29 and the
intellect's contemplation. 30

For Plotinus, these are all. as-

pects of the soul of the serious man; yet Moreau does not make
this

i~portant

point.

Hans Buchner speaks of man's soul in a chapter of his
work on Plotinus, yet he does not mention seriousness or play .. 3l
There is no mention of seriousness or play in H. J. Blumenthal's helpful book on Plotinus' psychology.3 2 vlhile he
discusses the unity of the soul33 and the relation of the
higher soul to the lo1;:er, 34- he never points out that it is the
soul of the serious ma.11 VJhich is fully unified.
Finally, R. T .. \"/allis, in his book on Neoplatonism,35 discusses the relation of the individual soul to the One36 and
2 7Joseph
tioue (Paris:
199.
28Ibid.,
2 9rbid.,

Horeau, Plotin ou la n-loire de la
Librairie Philosoph~que J. Vrin,

an-

3-

p. 183.
PP· 195

30rbid., p. 196.
31Hans Buchner, Plotins Hoglichkeitslehre (Ni.inchen und
Salzburg: Verlag Anton Pustet, 1970), Ch .. 6, 11 Si:P.nlicher Kosmos und I1ensch," pp. 121-37.
32H. J. Blumenthal, Plotinus' Psycholo~: His Doctrines of
the Embodied Soul (The Hague: r1artinus Nijliof, 1971).
33rbid., pp. 14-, 29, 73-4.
34 rbid., pp. 27 r., 65 f., 23-30, 85

r.,

89-94.

35R. T. \'/allis, Neoplatonism (Nevr York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972).
36rbid., pp. 88-90.

13
comments that

11

for Plotinus our t;rue self is eternally saved

and all that is required is to 1.vake up ·to this fact, a process requiring self discipline."37
ness in this context.

He never mentions serious-

Nor does he indicate that the "true

self 11 is, for Plotinus, the serious man.
plaining that the

11

Likewise, \•rhen ex-

higher souls • • .. of men" and the "philos-

opher"28 are immune to the powers of magic, \'I allis .fails to
point out that it is only the serious man 'lrlho enjoys such immunity.
As the above sampling of secondary literature reveals,
little significant work has been done on seriousness or play
in the Enneads.

Accordingly, our thesis \'rill be mainly based

on portions of the Enneads themselves in which seriousness or
play are discussed.

Before we describe our manner o.f proceed-

ing in the chapters vlhich are to follovJ, let us first enumerate
(in chronological order) all the places in the treatises of the
Enneads in \·Jhich

d ()'fT'OVdcl2os

(the serious man) or some deri va-

tive expression occurs.39
37Ibid., p. 90.
3Bibid., p. 71.
39For Enneads I-III 1:1e are follovring the Greek text; as
found in Paul Henry and H.-R. Schtvyzer, Plotini 0Eera, Vol. 1,
"Oxford Classical Texts" (Oxford: Clarendon Press; ig64); for
Enneads IV-VI we are following Paul Henry and H... ·-R. Schvryzer,
Plot1n1 Opera, Vols. 2 and 3 (Paris: Desclee de Brouwer, 1959
and 1973). The translationsin this thesis are my ovm, but I
have been helped by the advice of Leo S't"1eeney and David Hassel
and by the follm1ing editions and translations of the Greek
text:

1) Armstrong, A.H., Plotinus, Vols. 1-3. Cambridge,
r1ass.: Harvard Un1vers1ty Press, 1966-67~

14
III, 4 (15), 5, 9
11
6, 1-2
I, 9 (16),

12

I, 2 (19), 7,

13

IV, 4 (28), 43, 1

44, 7

I, 4 (46), 4,

5,

7,
8,
9,
10,
11,

II, 9 (33), 9,

3
5
7-8

32

4

7

III, 8 (30), 1, 1

13-15
6, 16
37

33
10
16
23
10
2
7-10
23

12,

14,
16,

11
8
10-11
2

2-3

III, 2 (47), 15,36

52-55

VI, 2 (43), 11, 28
From the above texts we have selected the following as key
texts because they contain important information on what Plotinus means by seriousness or play; we shall take them up in
the follm:ling order:
Plotinus, London: Allen & Unwin, 1953.
Plotin Enneades. 6 vols. in 7.
Paris: "Les Belles Lettres." 1924-38.
L~) Harder, R.
(Continued by \'J .. Harg, R. Beutler and 'VI.
Theiler). Plotins Schriften. 5 vols. in 11. Hamburg: Felix f.leiner, 1956-6?.
5) Cilento, Vincenzo. Plotino Enneadi. 3 vols. Bari:
Laterza, 1947-49.
6) Creuzer, J:i'. and G. H. i'Ioser (eds.). Plotini Eneades
cum f.larsilii Ficini Inter retatione Cast:!£.ai~· Oxord: 1ypographicum Academ~cum, l 3 •
2)

Id~m,

3) Brehier, Emile.
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1)

III, 8 (30), 6 and 8

2)

III, 8 (30),

3)

I, 4 (46), 9 and

4)

III, 2 ( 4-7)' 15

1
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Our procedure shall be, first, to give the key text in paraphrase and/or translation; second, to comment on the text;
and third, to make a summary and to drav1 conclusions. 40 After
v1e

have examined all four key texts in this 111ay,

~re

shall, in a

final chapter, summarize the conclusions issuing from these
key texts and note how they fit into Plotinus• philosophy as
a \•Thole ..

40rt is noteworthy that all the key texts are relatively
close together in chronology and belong to Plotinus' later,
more mature \·rri tings. See Porphyry, "On the Life of Plotinus
and the Order of His Books," to be found in A. H. Armstrong
(transl.), Plotinus (Cambridge, Massachussetts: Harvard University Press, 1966), vol. 1, p. 25, lines 30 ffo

CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF ENNEADS III, 8 (30), 6 and 8
The key texts that we shall examine in this treatise are
found in chapters one, six and eight of III, 8. 1

Even though

chapter one is introductory, it presents a general summary of
the entire treatise, the details of which are only worked out
in subsequent chapters.

For our purposes, therefore, it will

be better to leave chapter one for considera·tion as the second
key text.

'I:Ie accordingly shall first examine chapter

si~

\vhich initially describes \·That seriousness means, as vJell as
the first ten lines of chapter eight \•Thich together \·lith chapter

~ix

constitute our first key texto

Before turning our attention to this key text, however,
let us describe the treatise as a \'Thole.

According to Por-

phy-ry, III, 8: "On Nature, Contemplation, and the One," is the
thirtieth treatise that Plotinus \vrote and, hence, belongs to
his middle period, during \·Thich he produced vmrks no.f the highest perfection." 2 It can be assumed, then, that this treatise
1 vJe shall not consider chapter eight, lines 1-10, as a
separate key text but shall take it up along \'lith chapter six.

35·

2Porph;y-ry, "On the Life of Plotinus," p. 25, lines 30-

Treatise III, 8 is in fact the first part o.f a major \'Iork
of Plotinus, including V, 8; V, 5; and II, 9, the four sections
of v1hich Porphyry arbitrarily separated into distinct treatises (see Armstrong, Plotinus, vol. 1, p. xi and vol. 3, p.
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represents Plotinus' mature thought.
\'le

shall proceed by first giving the key text in para-

phrase and translation, to be follovred by commentary and conelusions.
Key Text III, 8 (30), 6 and 8
[1] Even action is for the sake of contemplation v;ith the

result that men of action also aim at contemplation in a
roundabout vmy.

The object of their activity, \1hen they

achieve it, becomes present

~n

of knowledge and contemplation.

their souls also as an object
vfuy so?

Because the object

is the good which is the goal of their activity and thus is
not outside but inside their soul. "[2] Action bends back
again to contemplation, for v;hat someone receives in his soul,
\vhich is logos, \·rhat can it be other than a silent logos?
And the more so, the more it is l;Iithin the soul.

[3] For

then the soul keeps quiet and seeks nothing since it is filled,
and the contemplation 'I;Thich is there in such a state rests
~..,i thin

by reason of confident possession.

And in proportion

as the confidence is more manifest, the contemplation is more
quiet and comes into greater unity, and \•That kno'I:'IS, insofar as
it knows--for now we must be serious--comes into unity \·ri th

358). For further information on these four treatises see D.
Roloff, Die Grossschrift III, 8; V, 8; V, 57 II 7 9. The problems raised by the appearance of these subd~vis~ons as separate
treatises are discussed in H.-R. Scht~-yzcr, 11 Plotin," in Pauly's
Realencyclopadie B. XXI. col. 487. For an evaluation of-porphyry's principles for arranging the treatises see R. Harder,
"Eine Neue Schrift Plotins, 11 in Kleine Schriften (I1unich:
Beck, 1960), pp. 303-13.
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the knm:m.

[ L!-] For if they are tvm , the lmo1:1er vlill be one

thing and the lmm-m another, so that there is a sort of juxtaposition, and the contemplation has not yet made this pair
akin to each other, as \•Then logoi present in the soul do
no-thing.''
[5] For this reason the logos should become united with

the soul.

And the soul, even 1:1hen it bas become akin to ·the

~

logos, still utters and propounds it since it did not possess
it originallyc

And through the soul·'s expressing of' the

logos, the latter becomes other than the soul, 't'Thich then can
look at the logos and consider it more carefully.

[6] And

the soul, too, is a logos and a kind of intellect, but it is
an intellect which sees something else.

The soul is not full

and complete, for it lacks something \'J'i th respect to 't'lhat is
above it, but it itself sees quietly what it utters.

[7] The

soul does not need to go on uttering \·Jhat it already possesses
vli th clarity vJi thin itself.

It utters only that about \"Ihich

it is not yet clear due to the soul's deficiency.

And it does

this 1:Jith a viev-r to examining it and trying to learn accura.tely

hat it possesses.

\·I

But in men of action the soul fits

what it possesses to the things outside it.
II [

8] Because the soul possesses its content more completely

than Nature, it is more quiet than Nature, and because it has
more content it is more contemplative, but because the sou]_
does not possess the content perfectly it desires to learn
more thoroughly what it has contemplated and to gain a fuller
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contemplation as a result of its inquiry.

[9] And 1.·1hen the

soul leaves itself and comes to be among other things, and
then returns back again, it contemplates vJith that part of
itself which it left behind; but the soul at rest does this
less.

[10] Therefore, the serious man has already finished

rea~oning

v1hen he reveals \·That he has in himself to another;

but w·itg respect to himself he is vision.

[11] For already

he is turned tov1ard the One and tm·1ard the quiet \·lhich is not
only of '!.•That is outside but even of \'That is in relation to
himself--and all is within him."
NO'I.'l

let us turn to the final portion of the key text

found in lines 1-10 of chapter eight where Plotinus also
speaks of seriousness.

"[12] As contemplation ascends from

Nature to Soul, and from Soul to Intellect, and as the contemplations become always more intimate and united to the contemplators, and as, in the soul of the serious man, the objects
knm-m tend to become identical

1:1i th

the knm•ring subject since

they are pressing on towards intellect,

it is clear that in

intellect both are one, not by their becoming akin as in the
best soul, but substantially and by the fact that thinking
and being are the same.

[13] For there is not still one

thing and another, for if there is, there 'lr.rill be something
else again v1hich is neither the one nor the other.

[14-] So

this must be something \•There both are really one."
Comments.

In order to underste.nd seriousness, here are

the notions which

1:Je

need to clarify in the preceding text:
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action (ill, #2, f/-7), 3 contemplation (#1-4, #8, 1!-9, #12), soul
4
(#1-7, #9, t~12), logos (7~2, #LJ--6), Nature (#8, f)l2), Intellect (#6, #12), and the One (t)ll).

This clarification vie

shall attempt by summarizing pertinent information from other
chapters in III, 8.
[15] At the end of chapter one Plotinus asks ho\v Nature
has contemplation and thus produces its products (ch. 1, 2224).5

[16] In chapter two he proposes an answer to this ques-

tion.

In order to produce, Nature does not need hands nor

feet nor levers (as some of his contemporaries suggested), but
only matter on \·Jhich it can \'lork and v1hich it forms ( ch. 2,.
1-5).

[ 17] Hovr does this forming come about?

is a form Vlithout matter (ch. 2, 22-23)o

Nature itself

Matter comes to it

and Nature gives it form by imparting a logos from its store
of lcrgoi so as to make matter be fire or an animal or a plant
(ch. 2, 23-28).

Therefore, those logoi are the means through

which Nature, itself a logos, produces those sensible existents
3Here and throughout this thesis the number in parentheses
--e.g., (#1)--vrill be used to refer to the corresponding portion of our paraphrase or translation given earlier.

l~Throughout this thesis \'Te shall simply transliterate
and leave untranslated the greek t·Tord ~60 os • \"Je agree \:lith
Gelpi for vrhom "the search for an adequate English equivalent
is a difficult one" (Donald Gelpi, S.J. "The Plotinian Logos
Doctrine, 11 Hodern Schoolman 37 Ll959-60j, 315. Hereafter llle
shall refer to it as Gelpi.)
5since almost all references in this chapter of our
thesis vrill be to III, 8, ·<..:Je shall refer to them simply as
follovrs: (ch. 1, 22-24) vJhere 22-24 refer to the lines.
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(ch. 2, 28-30).

[18] Those lor,oi are themselves dead and they

are at the end of the line of contemplation since they do not
themselves set up another and lm·Ter level of things ( ch. 2,

30-34-).
[19] But \vhat is a logos?

Although the \•Iord appears·

frequently in the chapters of this treatise, it is never adequately_ described.

The following brief characterization "t'Iill

to remedy this deficiency.

tr~

The Plotinian logos, as Donald

Gelpi summarizes in his article, "The Plotinian Logos Doctrine.,"
is

11

an active povJer identical vii th the being of the hypostasis

in \•lhich it exists and ordered to the production of some reality lm<Ier than itself. n 6 Furthermore, "the lo\'ler reality
which it produces \vill al",rays be another logos of an inferior
nature, except in the case of the final
logo~

are the logoi of sensible forme

lo~oi.

The final

Since sensible form does

not produce any other being, the logoi of sensible form terminate the process of universal emanation."

Logos, then, is the

ultimate ontological explanation of the dynamic aspects of

Plo~inian being.?

6Gelpi, p. 315.
7Gelpi, hovJever, also says in this same article that
"logos is found only in Nous and Soul" (p. 315). But it is
certainly clear from passages in III, 8 (#17, #18, #21-24-)
that lor;os is also found on the level of Nature. There matter isgiven form through and by the individual logoi "oihich,
hm-1ever, are themselves no longer contemplative and productive of a further reality but which nevertheless are logoi.
As Gelpi describes it, logos must be both 11 an active p01:1er
identical \·Ji th the being of the hypostas1.s 1.n v-rhich it existsn
and "ordered to the production of some reality lm,Ter than itSeTf" (p. 315). And although he points out that the final
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[20] Nov.r

VIe

can apply logos to chapter b:Jo 'I:Ihich

marized above (#16-18).

·t:Te

sum-

The logoi through uhich Nature pro-

duces sensible things are precisely the content of its contemplation.

Furthermore, Nature itself is a logos of Soul.

In this vmy Nature, because it is a logos, is related both
to

~the

sensible things below and to the Soul above.

And

logos will retain this meaning in chapter three, immediately
~

to be summarized.
[ 21] In chapter three Plotinus investigates hovr the production v!hich nature accomplishes is related to contemplation
(ch. 3, 1-2).

His ansv1er is that it is contemplation because

Nature is a logos (ch.

3, 2-7).

If so, Nature is related both

to vJhat is below and to \'That is above ( ch. 3, 7-13).

[22]

Since every contemplation involves a content, Naturers contemplation does also.

This content consists of the individual

logoi which it uses to make fire, individual animals, trees,
and so on, and vrhich ca..'Yl. be called contemplation in a passive
sense as the content of contemplation.
[ 23] But Nature is also related to v1hat is above, namely,
Soul.

For Soul also contemplates and the content of its con-

templation is the logos

"~:Jhich

is Nature ( ch. 3, 8-12) ..

[24] Nature, as vie have just seen, also contemplates and
has a content (i.e., the individual logoi)..

Hence, as Plo·cinus

logoi are the logoi of sensible form \·Thich does not produce
any other being, and that these logoi terminate the process
of universal emanation, it is not clear from this \·lhy he
should exclude logos froLl the level of Nature.
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sa;;s, "Nature possesses, and just because it possesses, it
also makes" (ch. 3, 16).

For it to be Nature is for it to

make: its making is its being Hhat it is, namely, contemplation, in the twofold sense of an operative state and its content, because Nature is a logos (ch. 3, 17-25).

Accordingly,

(Plotinus repeats), Nature makes insofar as it is contemplation
taken as a state \vith content.

And thus its making has shmm

it ~to be a contemplation v1hich makes not by doing anything
but simply by being contemplation.

[25] In chapter four Plotinus reiterates points on the
contemplation of Nature and then gives netV' information on
human contemplation.

Nature produces through contemplation

(Plotinus begins) and is itself originated from the contemplation of Soul and even of Intellect.

It is a soul which is

the offspring of a prior soul \•Jith a stronger life ( ch. 4,
14-16).

Nature contemplates itself quietly and in repose

throush a sort of self-consciousness (ch. 4, 16-18).

This

latter, though, is not the sort of understanding or perception to be found in higher existents but is a silent contemplation and sorr:evJhat blurred and unclear ( ch. LJ-, 22-27).
\'Jhy'?

Because Nature is the image of another and higher con-

templation and thus what it produces is weak in every way because a \·Jeak contemplation produces a \·Jeak content ( ch. 4,

27-30).
[ 26] Hen, too, whose contemplation is 't'Jeak make action a
substitute for or shadm·J of contemplation and reasoning ( ch.

24
4,

30-32).

Because their souls are itreak and their conte;n-

plation proves insufficient, they are no longer able to see
or understand clearly (ch. 4,

32-33).

Nevertheless, since

they still long to see and to be filled \vi th contemplative
vision, they are carried into action so that they might see
in~

some other 11ay \vhat they cannot directly see vJi th their

intellect ( ch. 4,

34-35).

"\·Jb.en they make something, then,

it is because they 11ant to see their object themselves and
also because they 1·1ant others to be a\'lare of it and contemplate it when their object is realized in practice as well as
possible 11 (ch. 4,

36-39).

[27] Every\.,rhere (Plotinus concludes)

1r1e

shall find that

making through action is either a weakening of contemplation
or a consequence of it.

It is a \'teakening of contemplation

if the person had nothing in view beyond the thing done.

And

it is a consequence of contemplation if the person had another
prior object of contemplation better than '\·That he made (ch. 4,
40-L~3).

"For vJho, if he is able to contemplate

"~Hhat

is truly

real, \·Jill deliberately go after its image? 11 (ch. 4, 44-45).
Evidence of this can be fm.md even among those \'lho, being incapable of learning and contemplation, turn to various c:r·afts
and manual activities (ch. 4,

45-47).

[28] Having considered hmv nature's making is a contemplation, Plotinus in chapter five turns to the Soul in order
to shov1 hm-1 and vlhat its contemplation produces.

\'ihen the Soul

attains its fullness of knowledge in contemplation and becomes
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itself all a vision, produces another vision (i.e., Nature).
Its production of Nature is analogous to the 1tray in \vhich any art
produces (ch. 5, 4-6).

Hovr

is this so?

Because vrhen a particular

art reaches completion, its product (e.g., a toy) is a miniature
of that art and possesses traces of the art in it.

But, even·so,

such visions or such toys are very weak objects of contemplation
(ch. 5, _7-11).

[29] This is so because Soul, although it is always

filled and illuminated by the Intellect in which it remains, has
two further parts or aspects.

The first is the vlorld Soul, \•rhich

is the Soul in its function of animating the visible universe as a
whole.

But the second part, Nature, goes forth, leaving Soul in

quiet repose above, and thereby produces the individual existents
of this world (ch. 5, 12 ff).
This second aspect of Soul is weaker than the first, because
\1hat goes forth is not equal to what remains.

Thus, all actuation

of Soul is contemplation, which however is weaker in Nature than
in Soul ( ch. 5, 14-22).

"So

vrhat

appears to be action according

to contemplation is really the \veaker form of con·templation, for
that vThich is produced must alvrays be of the same kind as its producer, but be weaker through losing its strength as it comes doV>m 11
(ch. 5, 23-25).
[30] Soul, then, contemplates and makes that which comes after
it, Nature, which in turn contemplates but in a more external way
and thus unlike its predecessor.

In this manner contemplation

makes contemplation--ever weaker and less vivid, but contemplation
nevertheless.
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\"Je

shall postpone our consideration of chapter six (be-

cause it contains the first

t\·lo

portions of the key text--see

above #2-4 and #8-11) until our survey of the notions listed
earlier is completed.

Furthermore, chapter seven merely re-

peats points on contemplation which vre have already covered.
Hen?e we shall turn directly to chapter eighto

[31] In chapter eight, which contains the third portion
of

~the

key text given earlier (#12-14"), Plotinus is concerned

vli.th contemplation as it pertains to the higher level of Intellect.

In Intellect the content of the contemplation is inti-

mately united to the contemplator (chc

8~

1-5).

And they fin-

ally unite because there "thinking and being are the same"
(ch. 8, 6-8). 8

At the stage of Intellect, then, we find full,

living contemplation, not merely the content of another's contempl~tion

(ch. 8, 10-12).

[32] In chapter nine Plotinus turns from the Intellect to

the Primal Reality which he calls the Good or the One.9

The

Bplotinus is here alluding to Parmenides, fragment 3:
"]'or it is the same thing to think and to be.tt--see Kathleen
Freeman (trans.), Ancilla to the Presocratic Philoso hers
(Cambridge, rlassachusetts: Harvard Urnvers1 y ress,
),
p. 42. Similar citations may be found in V, 1 (10), 8, line
17 and I, 4 (46), 10, line 9. For valuable comments on this
fragment, see Leo S"t:Jeeney, Infini t in the Presocratics: A
Bibliograuhical and Philosoph1ca S udy The Hague: Hart1nus
Nijhoff, 1971), p. 109.
9Plotinus himself will point out in a slightly later
treatise that ""ttrhen v1e say the One, and \'Ihen we say the Good,
vJe must understand that t..ve are speaking of one and the same
nature" (II, 9, [33], 1, lines 5-6). Hence, for the purposes
of this thesis t..ve shall use the One and the Good interchangeably to refer to Plotinus' Primal Reality. At the same time,
hm·Jever, it is vmrth noting that Fritz Heinemann, Plotin:
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Intellect

Calli~ot

comes after unity

be the first, he argues, because multiplicity
a~d

Intellect is multiple, for it is both

Intellect and intelligible.

Hence, what comes before it

ca:rmot be Intellect alone, for the intelligible is alHays
coupled ~..1ith it ( ch. 9, 1-14).

But if it is not Intellect,

then it must _be that from which Intellect and the intelligible
come.

What kind of reality will this be?

There is very lit-

tle '<tre can say to describe it adequately.

It is simply the

origin of all things and exists before them (ch.

9, 14-54).

[33] In chapter ten the Primal Reality is described as
that which gives life to all else yet itself remains original
and undispersed (ch. 10, 10-12).
\'le

go back every-\'lhere to one.

there is some

1

Therefore (Plotinus concludes)

"And in each and every thing

one' to \•rhich you vlill trace it back, and this

in every case to the one before it, which is not simply one,
until we come to the simply one; but this cannot be traced back
to something else" (ch. 10, 20-24).
11

For if

'ltle

consider the

one" of anything (plant, animal, soul, universe, even the

Forschunven uber die lotinische Frage Plotins Entwicklun
und seln System Lelpzlg: Fellx Melner,
1 , argues
Plotinus in his first five treatises (IV, 7; IV, 2; I, 2; I,
6; I, 3, according to Heinemann's ordering) calls his primal
reality the Good solely. It is not until VI, 9, 6, lines 5758 (ninth for both Porphyry and Heinemann) that Plotinus explicitly equates the Good and the One, having earlier in VI,
9, 5 implicitly suggested such an identification. And in the
treatise \·rhich has furnished our key text (III, 8, \'rhich both
Porphyry and Heinemann consider to be thirtieth chronologically) the identification is developed. For additional information and a critique of Heinemann's position, see A. H. Armstrong, The Architecture of the Intelli ible Universe in the
Philosophy of Plotlnus Cambridge, England: Unlverslty Press,
1940), pp. 23-26.
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truly real beings), 'I:Je are taking in each case \•Jhat is most
pm·mrful and really valuable in it (ch. 10, 25-26), their
origin and spring and por,ver, \·Jhich is the One.

And ultimately

vre find that the One is simply above all and we can only come

to understand it by thro-v1ing ourselves upon it and coming to
rest \vithin it through intuition or k.71t./Jo'J...1 (ch. 10, 27-33).1°
[3~] In chapter eleven, Plotinus concludes his character-

ization of the Primal Reality by calling it "the Good vrhich
brings fulfillment to the sight of Intellect" (ch. 11, 9-10).
It gives a trace of itself to Intellect so that the Intellect
may always see and desire and move towards the Good, 't'lhich however desires nothing (ch. 11, 22-26).
Having gained data on action, contemplation, soul, logos,
Nature, Intellect, and the One from the chapters preceding
and follmving the first key text, t.,re shall nmv apply it to
10J. r-1. Rist points out that the only philosophers to use
~ffi(-3o~f technically before the days of Plotinus were the follmvers of Epicurus, who employed it in) their arguments for the
primacy of sensation. The neaning of .=11t.fto7L1 is t'ltrofold.
First, it is a "comprehensive [ ~ef'o-«5] • • • view of the data
provided by the senses or the mindo 11 In addition to its "comprehensiVeneSS' II an e'itt.t60/.-"7 Can be 11 nOt a grasping Of nevl eXternal data but a casting back of the mind on itself and on
whatever impressions it has." This latter meaning is helpful,
Rist argues, in clarifying III, 8, 9, 20 ff. There the One
exceeds Intellect or Nous, \vhereas the highest knovrledge we
ourselves possess is that of Nous. By \-That ~:Tr't.~o'itj &ef'ao< ,
he asks, can "~He then knovl the One? For Rist the anmver is that
11
\·Je can knovJ it by means of what is like it in ourselves.
In
other \·Jords • • • it is only the One in us that enables us to
know the One in itself. )E11c../3oA-"J is then, as for the Epicureans, both 6<ef6o< and a turning of the self back upon itself • 11
(J. fll. Rist, Plotinus: The Road to Reality (Cambridge: University Press, 1967), pp. 49-51).
)
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those notions as they shovr up in that text.
We shall preface our discussion of seriousness itself
by contrasting the serious man \·Ji th the man of action.

\'Je

have already seen that even the man of action seeks contemplation, although he does so 'l;•rea."ldy and incompletely.

Neverthe-

les~,

when the object of his activity is achieved, it comes

to be

p~esent

in his soul as an object of knowledge and con-

templation because it is the good which is the goal of his
activity (#1).

Thus it is not outside but inside his soul as

the proper object of his contemplation.

But he is not yet cap-

able of recognizing this good as such because his soul is
weighed

do~m

and distracted by the various activities and sen-

sible things surrounding him.

In this way, then, even action

ultimately leads back to contemplation since what the soul receives is al\'1ays a logos which it understands silently. 11
But this logos resides more properly in the soul of the
serious man, where it is more silent and more fully possessed.
There the soul keeps quiet and needs nothing because it is
filled \·Ji th lmowledge and enjoys the confidence that comes from
possessing it fully (#3).

The more confident the soul of the

serious man becomes, the more silent is its contemplation and
11Lohos is, as we have seen earlier (#19), essentially
the higher reality as it is found on a lovrer level. For
example, the content of the Intellect's contemplation insofar
as it is found on the 10\ver level of Soul is a logos. Similarly, \vhat the soul of the man of action receives 1s alv1ays
a logos \vhich it contemplates because \'!hat his soul contemplates nO\v finds itself on a loHer level as a result of that
contemplation.
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the greater is the unity of its contemplation, and the soul's
kno"~;Ting

comes into unity \·lith what it lmov1s.

It is this unity

of lmov1er and lmm·m \vhich is the chief characteristic of the
serious man (#12).
Let us examine this last point more closely.
of

~action

In the man

there exists a bifurcation of knm·Ter and knotm.

Hhat is_ knm'm is outside the knm·Jer (#4-).

And this duality

~

exists precisely because his contemplation is of such a sort
that it has not yet effected a united between knower and known.
The soul of the man of action, then, does not possess its content completely vlith the result that the soul

\~ants

to learn

about it more thoroughly and thus achieve full contemplation
(#8).

It consoles itself by substituting various sorts of

activities for a true state of contemplation.

The soul does

this because even in its weakened state it still longs to see
and to be filled t-lith the contemplative vision (#26) ..
Vlhen men act or speak or make something, the result is an
action or a word or an object \vhich they can be atvare of and
contemplate.

Some men are carried into this kind of action,

then, precisely so that they might see in this admittedly
inferior way \'That they are yet incapable of apprehending fully
\·lith their intellect.

For the soul of the man of' action ca11.-

not achieve contemplation except by going outside itself in
this \vay.

When it returns -v1ithin itself it has these objects

as the content of its contemplation, for there is a part of
soul v1hich looks to the Intellect and remains behind (#9).
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The soul of the serious ma.Yl, on the other hand, goes
outside itself much less because he has already reasoned and
thus ui th respect to himself he is vision (#10), even v1hen
revealing to another what he has in himself.
tinus mean here?

\'That does Plo-

First, the serious man, when he goes out-

siO-e himself, does so not to gain objects for contemplation,
for he_already has these within, but only in order to commun~

icate them to others insofar as he can (#10).

Second, with

respect to himself the serious man is already a vision because
he has achieved true contemplation by coming to an intuitive
unity

'I:>Ii th

\·Jhat he knows.

He becomes increasingly unified

v1i thin himself and ultimately 'ltti th the Primal Reality precisely because he is able to focus his intellectual gaze ever more
clearly upon the successively higher and more perfect levels
of reality.

That is, he first contemplates the Soul and comes

to a greater and more distinct awareness of its nature and
function and thereby comes to reside vii thin the Soul and be
unified Hith it.

In doing so he sees that the Soul is the re-

sult and content of the Intellect's contemplation and also
that the Soul contemplates the Intellect.
This realization impels him to look beyond the Soul and
to contemplate the Intellect.

\ihen he reaches the level of

Intellect, his o\m intellect becomes akin to it and more and
more united to it through this contemplation.

But he sees

that the Intellect contemplates something even higher still.
The serious man, then, cannot stop his ascent when he reaches
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the level of Intellect, but must continue beyond it to the
One.

This final ascent, hm:Jever, no longer involves contem-

plation (curiously enough, the Intellect contemplates the One
[ch. 8, 31-33], but the serious

m~~

does not) but entails a

throwing of oneself upon the One, a contact and identity with
the One through an intuitive apprehension (i~tf?o~f; see note
10) of this Primal Reality \•Ihich lies beyond contemplation ..
~

This ascent of the soul of the serious man from the

leve~

of Nature through Soul and Intellect to the One, then, is a
direct reversal of the process of emanation.

In order to reach

the One the serious man must understand this hierarchy of reality that unfolds from the One and he must see hm'l it can be
collapsed back into the One.

To do this the serious man must

ascend through the successive levels leading to the One by
contemplation and by intuition.

The final stage, when he

reaches the One and achieves unity vrith it, no longer involves
contemplation but is "another kind of seeing, a being out o.f
oneself [ \•That one is as a distinct and lm·rer existent], a simplifying, a self-surrender [a surrender of vJhat one is as a
distinct, less real being], a pressing towards contact, a rest,
a sustained thought directed to perfect conformity 11 (VI, 9, 11,
lines 22-25). 12 There the serious man is no longer outside
the One but vJi thin it and the two are really one.
The serious man has an intimate, personal, and silent
12

34He concentrates on lmm·Jlede;e and the pursuits of intellect
rather than everyday activity.

He has becooe increasingly

unified within himself and eventually \vi th the Soul and Nous
and ul tirnately \'Ti th the One.

Further, because he has turned

his gaze to the One or Good, he has all that he needs "t·Jithin,
and no longer needs to turn to \'lhat is outside himself.

Un-

like the man of action vJho must construct artifacts or utter
se~tences

in order to see what he is contemplating, the seri-

ous man is already a vision \'lith respect to himself and all
is \V'i thin him (#11).
In seriousness, then,

\·Je

find that the one intuiting (the

serious man) and the object intuited (the One or Good) have
become a unity (#12).

For the serious man, therefore, genu-

ine fulfillment and, ultimately, true happiness consist in the
unification achieved by his intelligence through intuition of
its object: the One.

CHAPTER III
P. .HALYSIS OF ENNEADS III, 8 (30), 1
We shall nov-r turn to III, 8, 1, \l}'hich contains our second

key telct.

As

v1e

did earlier,

\'le

shall give the key text in.

paraphrase and translation, followed by commentary and conclusions.
Key Text III, 8 (30), 1
"[1] If playing at first and before attempting to be ser-

ious,

\"le

should say that all things (not only rational but

also irrational living things, Nature in growing things, and
the earth bringing them forth) aspire to contemplation and
look to this end; and if v-re should say that everything attains
contemplation insofar as it can by nature, but that different
things contemplate and attain their end in different manners
(some do so truly, others achieve only imitations and likenesses of this [contemplation]), could anyone endure the paradox
of this line of thought?
"[2] \'Jell, since this discussion has arisen among ourselves no danger '!.'lill come about in such playing..
fore, are even

1:1e no'~..r

contemplating as

\·Te

play?

[3] There-

Surely..

We

and all uho play are doing just that, or at any rate v1hen they
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are playing they are desiring it [contemplation].

[4] lmd it

may be, vJhether it is a child playing or a man being serious,
that the playing and the being serious are both for the sake
of contemplation; and every action is a serious effort at contemplation: on the one hand, compulsory action drags contemplation even more tovmrds \-That is outside; on the other hand,
'!:That vre call voluntary action does so less, \'lhich nonetheless
springs also from the desire for contemplation.

But these

things we shall discuss later. 111
Comm.ents.

As

\1e

noted in the initial paragraph of our

previous chapter, Plotinus begins this key text by giving a
summary of the entire treatise.

He does this by posing a ser-

ies of hypotheses which at first seem paradoxical and whose
full import is revealed only in the subsequent chapters.

For

our purposes, though, v1e shall focus on only those aspects of
chapter one vrhich vTill serve to elucidate the notions of seriousness and playfulness.

We shall, wherever necessary, supple-

ment our elucidation with information gained from the first
key text.
l·!e have already seen that to be serious, for Plotinus, is
.
t o unJ.-cy.
. . 2 Upon achieving unity with the Soul, Intelt o -curn
lect, and finally, the One, the soul, vrith its needs satisfied,

~lotinus "~Hill discuss "these things" in chapters 2 to LJ.
of III, 8. \'!e have already investigated them in our previous
chapter, to l•Thich we shall refer \V'henever necessary.
2

See above, pp. 27 ff.
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remains there in quiet repose.

Against this background let

us nou examine the notions suiT.marized in III, 8, 1.
Plotinus begins this chapter 1.-1ith the vrords: "Playing
at first, before attempting to be serious • • •
initial instance of the vmrd

11

11

(#1). This

playing" occurs 'I:Jhen he is pro-

posing a series of hypotheses concerning hm'l various sorts of
entities contemplate. 3

qt(}({r,o-;,re.s ,

Here the Greek \>Jord for "playingn is

a participial form of

1frx.L~w

•

The latter is

defined in the Liddell-Scott Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1968) as "to play like a child • • • to jest,
sport • • • to play v1ith" (p. 1288).

From it are derived nouns

like 1(()(L5, child, and 1(()(~dlJ., childish play.

\vith this in

mind let us determine precisely \-J"hat "playing" means for Flotinus.
J?lotinus seems, at first, to be using the term "playing"
3In the initial por~~on of this key text Plotinus mentions
contemplation vri th respect to rational and irrational living
things, Nature in grov1ing things, and the earth. In our previous chapter \'le discussed conte!:lplation in general and sav1 that
pla..n.ts, animals, and the like are produced by Nature insofar
as they are the content of its contemplation: each is a logos
from vli thin Nature by t·Jhich this latter makes matter be a
plant or an animal (see above, Chapter 2, #17). It is worth
noting here that even on such low levels o.f reality there is,.
in addition to contemplation, also unity and therefore seriousness. Plotinus points out in III, 8 (30), 10 that "if ltie
take the one of the plant • • • and the one of the animal • • •
1:1e are talang in each case vlhat is most pmverful and really
valuable in it [i.e., its abiding originJ" (Ch. 2, #33). This
means that on such lm:Ter levels there is an abiding unity by
means of Hhich plants and animals are, through Nature, Soul
and Hous, ultimately related to the One, their origin, spring
and productive pmver. And, as v1e have repeatedly argued,
unity is the hallmark of seriousness. Therefore, even plants
and animals, insofar as each has a "one, 11 entail unity and
hence are serious in their O\·m \'lay.
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to suggest that he is merely toying vli th or manipulating certain ideas that have occurred to hin.

"Playing,rr then, ini-

tially refers to the activity of one who is speculating about
various matters and their possible meanings and interrela.
4
t lOns.
But such a line of thought (or playing) is paradoxical~

(#1).

doxical_1y.

Hence, to play means to speculate by speaking paraIn this '\'lay, Plotinus might in his role as a tea-

cher have used such an approach to stimulate a discussion
among his colleagues or to begin a lecture to his students.5
\·!hat, then, can

'\'le

say about his use of this word?

For

the ans'l.·ler to this '\ve must turn to the second sentence of our
key text..

There he points out that since such a discussion

"has arisen among friends, no danger 't-rill come about in such
playing" (#2).

This suggests several things.

First, Plotinus

is ambng friends (fellovl philosophers and/or students) \'rho kno"Vr
him \vell enough to understand him correctly..

Second, even if

this is merely a literary deYice, it still seems likely that
LJ.Plotinus is here "playing" in the same way that an inventor, for example, might toy \vi th or vmnder at or manipulate in
various r..·rays one or more of his recent ideas vlhile not yet being sure whether they \•Till prove to be sound and vmrkable. He
therefore experiments vTith these ideas, toying vlith various
combinations of them until he either arrives at the desired or
anticipated result, or until he sees that such manipulation is
useless because there is no "il!ay in \'lhich he can combine these
ideas profitably. In either case, he must manipulate, experiment, or toy \·Tith his ideas until some conclusion is reached.
5see John Deck, Nature, Contemplation, and the One, p.
viii: Plotinus' treatises 11 exhioit a close connection v1ith his
schoolroo!!l lecturing. 11 Such an approach is also highly reminiscent of the anoriai of Plato (see Lm·rs, 788c, and r1eno, 78e,
for example) and Aristotle (see Nichomachean Ethics, ll46b6,
and r·1etaphysics, l062b31 and 1085a27).
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Plotinus assumes that ive 1:1ill correctly nnderstend ivhat he
mea.n.s here by

11

:playing. 11

Plotinus' playing is similar to 1·1hat the human soul does
even after it has become akin to and disposed according to the
logos.

Even then the soul "still utters and propounds it [the

logos] • • • and through the soul's expressing the

lo~os,

it

becomes other than the soul, 'I:Ihich then can look at it and
cot:tsider it more carefully 11 (Ch. 2, #5).

Furthermore, the

soul "does not need to go on uttering what it already possesses
\'lith clarity within itself • • • but utters only that about
I'Jhich it is not yet clear • • • \'lith a vievr to examining it
and trying to learn accurately \vhat it possesses" (Ch. 2,

ff.7).

Plotinus, like1V'ise, initially plays (by speaking para-

doxically) in order to articulate conclusions \1hich he \'Jill
clarify in subsequent chapters.
Philosophy, for Aristotle as for Plato, begins 'I:V'ith "trronder. 6

Similarly, Plotinus 1 serious man is one vrho among other

things "has contemplated the intelligible vmrld and observed
it closely and l;!ondered at it • 11 7
to the

sk~,r

And just as one \tho looks up

and seeing the light of the stars thinks of their

maker and seeks him, so too, the serious man seeks the maker
6 Both Plato (see Theaetetus, 155d) and Aristotle (see
Netaphysics, A2, 982bl3-17 and 983al2-21) point out that men
pursue phllosophy in order to overcome ignorance. Aside from
any practical reasons people have a natuxal desire to know the
nature and causes of things. The first manifestation of such
a desire is i·Jonder.
7III, 8, 11, 33-39. Perhaps Plotinus' ovm paradoxical
remarks are likm·Iise the result of an initial sense of \-ronder.
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of the intelliz,ible vmrld. 8

This sense of '\·7onder marks the

beginning of his long journey tm·rards unification vrithin himself and, ultimately, \vi th the One in '\'lhom he achieves his
true state of seriousness.
He have seen thus far that Plotinus is being very serious,
even though he begins by "playing."
a

seemi~~gly

He is "playing" there in

mischievous but ultimately harmless way by present-

ing as paradoxical something \vhich ultimately is not.

\'Jhat

underlies this initial "playing, u how·ever, is a very comprehensive and dedicated attempt to elucidate the means through
which man achieves unity with the Soul, with the Intellect and,
ultimately, with the One.

In this elucidation Plotinus includes

both contemplation (through

'~<vhich

man becomes unified l'lith the

Soul and the Intellect) and intuition (through which man
achiE~Ves

unity \·lith the One) •

Plotinus undertakes this elu-

cidation which \ve have already exaLJined in our previous chapter and to which 1:1e now return.

There v1e satv that contempla-

tion involves both an operative state and a content (Ch. 2,

#22-24).

In the human soul this operative state can perhaps

be described as a kind of intellectual gaze in vJhich

\'le

nlook"

at certain l;:inds of higher level realities from our lot·rer
level.

In this \·Jay, the contemplator "brings dm·mrr to his

level the higher vThich has become the content of his contemplation.
Hore importantly, hoviever, this contemplation is
8

Ibid.,

33-36.

4-1

simultaneously also the means

by "~.ihich

the contemplator--the

serious man--rises to (and through) these higher levels of
Soul and Intellect.

In each case he achieves unity \'lith \'lhat

he contemplates insofar as it becomes the content of his contemplation.

Upon reaching the level of Intellect, however,

an9- realizing that another even higher level of reality lies
beyond+ the serious man can no longer rely on contemplation
~

to achieve this ultimate unity.

This highest level of reality,

the One, can be reached only through

~~other

kind of seeing:

intuition (Ch. 2, #33).
\•Je

may thus point out that "all things aspire to contem-

plation," albeit in different vrays (Ch. 3, #1).

So even those

\vho play are contemplating or, at least, desire to contemplate.
Furthermore, the man of action also contemplates, although he
does·so in an inadequate \'lay (Ch. 2, #1).

Hence, Plotinus

concludes that every action, from a child's playing to a man's
being serious, ·1:1h.ether voluntary or compulsory, in a serious
effort at contemplation (Ch. 3, #4).
Let us nou briefly define voluntary and compulsory action.

In VI, 8 (39), 1, Plotinus tells us that an action is

voluntary if it is performed vTithout coercion and viith knmoJledge of all relevant factors.

An action is compulsory, on

the other hand, if it is brought about either by the influence of the heavenly circuit or through some antecedent cause
determining the consequences (III, 2 [47], 10).9
9For further discussion of this point see Rist, Plotinus:
The Road to Reality, pp. 130 ff.
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But 't·rhat does Plotinus mean \-Jhen he says that every action is a serious effort at contemplation?

He means that

actions are serious in the general sense that; they all aim at
some goal or at the performance of some job or function.

A

child plays and is never serious, for example, because he
has no real job to do.
to

pla~

The child's only "job," in a t:Tay, is

Secondly, a man is serious when he is intent on his

job of earning an income, of helping to raise his family, and
so on.

Seriousness, in his case, consists of the pursuit of

various activities, both voluntary and compulsory.

Thirdly,

Plotinus is serious v-rhen he is intent on philosophizing because
that is his job.

In that philosophizing, hovrever, he realizes

that to be truly serious is to be unified, first within oneself and, ultimately, with the One.
In general, therefore, to be serious means to do one's
job.

But there are many different jobs one can do.

To be

truly serious, hm·Jever, one must do a specific kind of job:
the job of a philosopher.

For only in this \'ray can man ulti-

mately achieve unity \vi th the One and thus become truly real
and truly serious.
Conclusions.

Hhat does it mean to be playful and hO\-T does

this differ from being serious?

To play, as vre have seen., is

to manipulate thoughts or to toy \·Ti th ideas, to speak paradoxically, and ultimately to act in such a vmy that one does not
achieve any sort of 1mity.

To be serious, in this srune con-

text, menns to live one's life in a \·ray \vhich is opposed to

'+3
playinG.

Plot inus 1 initial playing

l:Jas

of a mischievous sort,

meant to provoke further and deeper thought in his listeners
or readers.
playing.

He 'I.·Tas really being serious, then, even in this

The truly playful man, hO'i;Jever, is one vTho ultim-

ately is not serious because his job, whatever it might be,
does not contribute to but rather dissipates any unity within
him.
Again, playfulness for Plotinus is only a point of departure for a subsequently serious discussion.
playfulness is a 1.-ray of life.

For some, however,

They have their jobs to do and

pursue them seriously (that is, faithfully and conscientiously).
But all jobs (except for the job of the philosopher) are ultimately mere play because none of them in themselves helps man
to achieve unity--the mark of true seriousness.

On the con-

trary, these jobs and activities are only distractions from
the one truly important pursuit: the achievement of unity within oneself and then with the One.
In light of the

t1:10

key texts vle have examined thus far

(III, 8, 6 and 8 and III, 8, 1), 'I.·Ihat can
seriousness?

\·Ie

conclude about

To be truly serious is to be non-playful.

It is

to strive for greater understanding of, and unity uith, onese1f, Soul, Intellect and, eventually, the One.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF ENNEADS I, 4- ( 46) , 9 and 11
Let us nm:J examine our third key text, '\'Thich is found in
chapters nine and eleven of I, 4-.

Following a brief intro-

duction to the treatise as a whole, we shall summarize relevant points in the chapters preceding the key text. 1

After

this '"e shall give the key text in paraphrase and translation,
followed by comments and conclusions.
According to Porphyry, the treatise I, 4: "On the Good
State of One's Inner Reality," 2 is the forty-sixth Plotinus
\rrote.

It is thus a very late treatise \vritten tovrards the

;LThere are numerous references in I, 4 to seriousness and
to the serious man: ch. 4-, line 34; cho 5, lines 11 and 17; ch.
7, line 2LI·; ch. 8, line 11; ch. 9, lines 2-10 and 23; ch. 10,
line 32; ch. 11, lines 5, 8, and 12; ch. 12, lines 8, 11, and
12; ch. 14-, line 2; ch. 16, lines 2, 4 and 13. But only the
combined passages from chapters nine and eleven yield new and
different information on seriousness and, hence, constitute
our key text. In our examination of this key text \ve shall
refer to relevru1t information contained in other chapters of
I, 4 and in other chapters of our thesis.
r.; 2He shall translate cild'rx~p o-vbx, \vhich is a composite of
ev (meaning 11 \"Tell" or "good") andcfo<t,P-u..>Y(meaning
"genius,"
"spirit," or "inner reality") as 11 the good state of one's inner
reality. 11 Translations such as 11 \•Tell being" or "hap_piness" 1 do
not accurately e:i..'})ress \·That Plotinus here means by et.)(f'()(l..jJ-0"1/l.o<.
and, therefore, are misleading and ina<\equate. For additional
discussion of the meaning of €iJcf'o<'t..p-O'"V{;O( see John H. Cooper,
Reason and Hunan Good in Aristotle (Cambridge, Massachussetts:
Harvard University Press, 19?5), pp. 89 ff.
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end of Plotinus' life.3

In it he explains i.vhat this

11

good

state" is and how it is achieved.
[1] In the first
>f\
I
evocx<:fA-o-v~tx.

as

two chapters of I, 4 Plotinus discusses

.
d
v~evre

.
by the 8·to~cs
and Epicureans, t-rho

equated it respectively with the rational life and the good
life.
m·m

[2] In chapter three Plotinus begins to elaborate his

po~ition.

If all living things could be said to have

"Yife" in exactly the same \•Tay, then we could allm'11' that all.
of them \'Tere capable of achieving a good state in their inner
reality.

[3] But some living things have more life than others.

Thus, a good state of inner reality belongs only to that which
has a superabundance of perfect and true

life~

[4] And as

long as living things proceed from a single origin but have
not life to the same degree as it, the origin must be the
first and most perfect life.

But man too is capable of having

this perfect life.
[5] If man, Plotinus continues in chapter four, can. have

the perfect life, he i.·lho has this life has achieved the good
state of his inner reality.
is what he has: his ovm good.

[6] But \vhat is this "good"?

He

The One or Good is the cause of

3In fact, it is the first of the final nine treatises
v1ritten by Plotinus, v1hose 11 pmver \vas already failing, and this
is more apparent in the last four than in the five which precede them" (Porphyry, "On the Life of Plotinus,rr p. 25? eh.
6, lines 35-38). The lack of povJer \·Thich Porphyry mentions
here is the result of Plotinus' failing physical health.
There is no good reason, hmvever, for assuming from this that
his intellectual pmvers suffered similar deterioration... Thus
v.re may, and shall~ assume that even these final treatises? of
which I, 4 is a member, represent Plotinus' mature thought.
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the good in him.

The fact that It is good is different from

the fact that It is present to him.

The man who has achieved

the good state of his inner reality actually is that state;
he is identical v'li th it.
he 'l.·lears.

[ 7] If he is serious, he has all that he needs for

t?e good state of his
of

th~

Everything else is just something

iP~er

reality and for the acquisition

good, for there is no good which he does not possess.

[E) The things which he does seek are, out of necessity, not

for himself but for the body 'l.'lhich is joined to

him.

He

lmo-vJs its needs and fulfills them 'l.'Tithout taking anything av1ay
from his own true life.

[9] Thus neither pain, nor sickness,

nor anything else of this sort can reduce the good state of
the serious man's inner reality.
[10] Such things as good health and good fortune, Plotinus

points out in chapters five through eight, have no attraction
for the serious man because they do nothing to enhance his
good state.

But he seeks them nonetheless since they contrib-

ute to his being.

[11] And he rejects their opposites because

they move him towards non-being and because their presence is
an obstacle to his goal.

But even if such opposites are pres-

ent they do not diminish his good state at all.

Thus, while

the serious man does not actively desire misfortune, he sets
his excellence against it and thus overcomes it if it should
come.

[12]

In general, the serious man does not look at real-

ity as others do.

He holds his reality v1i thin and allm-Is no-

thing, not even personal pain or bad fortune, to penetrate
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there.
The key text, found in chapters nine and eleven, no'i;J
follm.-Js.
Key Text I, 4 (46), 9 and 11
[13] Suppose that the serious man becomes unconscious,

sick or possessed by magic, what prevents him even then from

-

ac~ieving

the good state of his

in_~er

reality?

Nothing.

ilarly, what prevents him from also being serious then?
nothing.

SimAgain~

And those who claim he is not serious under these

conditions are not talking about the serious man.
"[14-] We are taking the serious man as our starting point

and asking if his inner reality is in a good state as long as
he is serious.

[15] 'But,' they say, 'granted that he is seri-

ous, if he is not conscious of it or acting according to his
excellence, how can his inner reality be in a good state?'
[16] Hell, if he does not lmm·J that he is healthy, he is heaJ_-

thy just the same, and if he does not lmov1 that he is handsome,
he is handsome just the same.
is \·Jise,

"~:Till

So if he does not lmmv tha-t; he

he be any the less \·Iise?

[ 17] Perhaps someone

might say that 1:1isdom requires avrareness and consciousness of
its presence, because it is in actual wisdom that the good
state of one's inner reality· is to be found.

[18] If intel-

ligence and wisdom ,. ,ere something brought in from outside,
this argument vJOuld perhaps ca.l.<:e sense.

But if the underlying

reality of wisdom consists in some or other being or, better
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yet, in the

ver~r

being of uisdom, and this beinf; does not

cease in someone HhO is as1eep or (in some sense of the term)
unconscious; if the actuation4 itself of this being [of \visdom] goes on in him and is unsleeping, then the serious man,
insofar as he is serious, ''Till still be actuate [and thus be
11ise and serious].

[19] It will not be the \'Thole but only a

part of him that is 1L11.a1vare of this actuation.

[20] In the

same \vay \·Then our grmvth activity is operative, no perception
of it reaches the rest of man through our sense faculties; if
that in us which grows 1·1ere ourselves, it \'lOuld be ourselves
that would be active.

[21] Actually, however, we are not it,

but we are the very actuation of the intellection so that when
that is actuate

are actuate. 11

"i-le

[22] In chapter ten (the bridge bet\'Ieen chapters nine and
eleven. 't1lhich form our key text) Plotinus observes: maybe v;e do
not notice this actuation of intellect in us because it is not
an object of sense experience.

[23] But the intellect can be

and is actuated VTithout perception, for there must be a state
vlhich is prior to sensory a\vareness if Parmenides' dictum that
thinking and being are the same is to remain true.
4

)

I

[24] There

The ii!Ord EV€J'0 eux. may be translated (1) as "actuation"
or 11 state" or (2) as "activity" or "actior;." In the context
of the present key text v1e understand E.v£,00 €(...0( in the first
sense, as an "actuation" or as being nactuate,rr because it refers to the intellect of the serious man t<Thich is in a constant
state of being and is not involved in any action, activity, or
change (like physical grmvth is, for example). r·Jhen applied to
the intellect of the serious man, then, 1=.-vrJpo.e:u:x. must be
understood as a11. actuation or as a perduring state and not
merely as a sporadic activity.
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are many actions and states (e.g., reading, beinr; brave, etc.)
do not require our

"~:Thich

a~:mreness

of them.

Only when they

are alone , ho1:1ever, are they pure, genuine and alive.
[25] Similarly, the serious maD is fully actuated and genuine-

ly living only \vhen his life is itself gathered together into
a unity and is not dispersed into perception.
The second and final portion of our key text, found in
chapter eleven, no\v follovTS.
[26] If someone \'lere to object that a man ·t:lho is not a-t·rare
of his theoretical or practical activity is not even alive, the
objector would be failing to notice the presence of the good
state in the man's inner reality, just as he would be failing
to notice the man's life.
11

[

27] If the~,- \'Jill not believe us, vie shall ask them to

take as their starting point a living and serious man and so
to

pu~sue

the inquiry into the good state of his inner reality,

and not to minimize his life

&~d

then to inquire if he has a

good life, or to take a\·Iay his hum&"lity and then inquire about
the good state of human inner reality, or to agree that the
serious man has his attention directed im·Iard and then look
for him in external activities, still less to seek the object
of his desire in out\vard things.

[28] There \·muld not be any

possibility of the existence of the good state of one's inner
reality if one said that outv1ard things \'Jere to be desired and
that the serious man desired them.

[ 29] Granted, he 1:rould like

all men to prosper and no one to be subject to any sort of
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evil; but if this does not happen, his inner reality is in a
t;ood state even then.

[30] But if anyone maintains that it

vlill make the serious man absurd to suppose him \'lanti.11.g an:ything like this--for it is impossible that evils should not
exist--, then the person \vho maintains this will obviously
with us in directing the serious man's desire in\..rards.u

ag~ee

Comments.
ou~

In previous chapters of our thesis we pointed

that the chief characteristic of the serious man is the

unity he achieves through contemplation and intuition.

In

this chapter the focus of our discussion will be the good state
of his

iO<tp.w-v or inner reality: his ei.Jd'cxl:f'-o-v~cx. •

Plotinus, unlike his opponents,5 starts with the serious
man and asks \vhether his inner reality is in a good state as
long as he is serious.

Plotinus also asks \1That factors, if any,

militate against the presence of this good state (#18).

These

questions, vlhich are the concern of the treatise as a \vhole,
come to greater focus in the passages which comprise our current key text.
Hhat if the serious man is unconscious or is not acting
according to his excellence 6 --can he even then be in a good
5Plotinus' opponents, primarily Epicureans and Stoics,
maintained that the good state of one's inner reality consisted respectively either of pleasure or of living according to
nat~rre through reason.
For further discussion of these positions see J. H. Rist, Epicurus: An Introduction (Cambridge:
University Press, 1972); Cyril Bailey, The Greek Atomists and
Epicurus (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1928); J. H. Rist, Stoic Philosophy (Cambridge: University Press, 1969); and Andreas
Graeser, Plotinus and the ~toics: A Prelinina-ry Study (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1972~
6

\·Je

>

I

shall translate txfE'T'1 as "excellence" or "perfectiontt
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state (t~l5)?

Piotinus' ansvier is both clever and novel.

To

be 1.:mconscious or to be unauare of something does not automatically eliminate the object of itlhich one happens to be unatvare ..
For example, the man \'\Tho does not lmm·r that he is healthy is
heal thy all the same.

So too ·1.-1ith the man \·Tho is \•rise: even

if he does not lmow that he is vrise, he 't'l'ill be no less \"'ise
as a re~ult (#16).7
~

But does \visdom not require awareness and consciousness

of its presence?

Furthermore, is not the good state of one's

inner reality to be found only in actual wisdom (#17)?

To

these objections Plotinus anmvers that rrthe underlying reality
of wisdom consists in the very being of vrlsdom, and this does
(rather than "virtue"), because it refers primarily to the
excellent state or perfection of the serious man's inner reality, not solely to his moral virtue. For Plot inus, as i:'re 1
shall. shortl:v see, a serious man is good or achieves b.pe.rn-;
only by becoming unified vrithin himself ,and vTith the One.
This is not to say, hov;ever, that dt.pt=T~ excludes entirely
the notion of moral virtue. It is the serious man vTho alone
has gained the true vision of reality by becoming unified
ui thin himself and Hi th the One and 'tV'hO thus has the excellence of knowing hm:T to treat his fellm·T men properly and
fairlya In another treatise (I, 2 [19),>7), Plotinus describes
the li.fe of the serious man in terms of ocpe.r4J. There he
points out that all excellences of the soul are related to intellect. The soul's sight directed tm·mrd intellect is \'Tisdom,
both theoretical and practical, which is the excellence belonging to the soul. All excellences are purifications in the
sense that they are the results of a completed process of purifying unification. Thus, the serious man leaves everything
behind in favor of the life of the gods, because he wants to
become similar to them. Only in likeness to the gods--i.e.,
in unity \·ri th the One--can he achieve the purification or
unity which characterizes seriousness.
?:!?or a discussion of the status and result of the good
man's auareness of his goodness see John H. Rist, "The One of
Plot in us and the God of Aristotle, 11 The Revie""r of Hetaphysics

27 (1973): 75-87.

~
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not cease in someone \·Jho is asleep or, in some sense of the
t;erm., unconscious" Ct'/18).

\'That does this mea..""l?

The being and

reality of the serious man is independent of his consciousness
of it.

It is in a constant state of actuation and is not affected by sleep (#18), sickness, or even magic. 8 Only a part
of the serious man t:1ill be unav1are of this actuation (#19) . .
Similarly, \'.Then one undergoes physical gro\'rth it is only a
pa:Pt of him--the outer, less real part--vrhich grm·Js.
is not \'That he really is.
in: the intellect.

But that

The truly real part of man is with-

He is the actuation of the intellect, so

much so that when it is actuate he is actuate also (#20).
Plotinus notes in another treatise9 that it is man's disposition (i.e., \\That he has within--the good state of his inner
reality) which makes his actions excellent.

Thus it is possi-

ble for someone who is not active to have his inner reality in

8rn IV, 4 (28), 43, lines 1-11, Plotinus also discusses
\·Jhether the serious ma.."l can be affected by magic. He concludes
that the soul or the rational part of the serious man cannot
be affected by magic and other-such distractions because they
only affect his lower a11.d irrational part.. Therefore, IV, 4
presents essentially the same position as I, 4: the good sta·t;e
of the serious man's inner reality is not affected even if he
is driven out of his senses by illness or magic arts. In
short, the serious man is,one who lives the life of Intellect ..
His "inner reality" or cf'cxL._p..wY is the One. But Nous and the
One are far beyond the influence of magic. LikevlJ..Se the truly
real part of the serious man, since it is unified vrlth Nous and
the One, is not affected by magic. For fu~ther discuss~on of
Plotinus and magic see E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951), pp ..
286-89; Philip Berlan, "Plotinus and £:1agic, n Isis 44- (1953):
3L~l-LJ.8; and A. H. Armstrong, "Has Plotinus a I,iag1.cian? 11 Phronesis 1 (1955): 73-79.
9I , 5 C36) , 1 o•
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a g·ood state, because actions do not produce goodness of thenselves.

It is the serious man uho gets the benefit of good-

ness in his action, not from the fact that he acts nor from
the circumstances of his action, but from what he has achieved:
unity v:ith the One or Good.

Thus, his pleasure in the fact

that, for example, his country is saved will be there even if
it is a bad man v1ho saves it.

It is not the saving itself

but' one's mm inner reality vlhich causes the pleasure of its
good state.

To place the good state of one's inner reality in

actions is to locate it in something outside excellence and
the soul.

The actuation of the soul lies in intellect and

thought and this is the good state of one's inner reality.
Thus, the inner reality of the serious man is always in a
good state precisely because it consists of his always actuate
intel'1ect, even though another part of him, his outer aspect,
is not alv1ays at:Iare of this actuation.

.A man's inner reality,

then, is

al"~:Jays

actuate regardless of the state of his outer

aspect.

His other and outer aspect consists of the physical

body and its sensory functions

~nd

is subject to various dis-

tractions such as sleep, unconsciousness, sickness, magic, and
the like. 10
10In treatise I, 9 (16), lines 13 ff., Plotinus makes a
similar point by asking us to imagine a man \·.rho is a\·Tare that
he is beginning to go mad. Such a thing, he says, is not
likely to happen to a serious man. Even if it should happen
to him, hm·Tever, the serious man will consider it as something
inevitable but \·Till not allovr himself to be disturbed by it.
In other "~:Tords, his becoming mad \'Till disturb only his outer
aspects but not his inner reality 'I:Thich \'!ill remain unperturbed in its good state.
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This outer aild inferior part of man is often unauare of
its counterpart's intellectual actuation and thus assumes that
in the absence of such consciousness this actuation is likewise absent.

But the inner and real part of man does not

merely have the actuation of intellect: it actually is this
actuation.

The very nature and reality of the serious man is

unity achieved through intellect.

~ He sa\v in earlier chapters of this thesis11 that unity,
the hallmark of seriousness, is achieved through the intellect
as it journeys upv1ards to the One.

The inner reality of a

serious man, then, \'lill al \vays be in a good state because his
life is the life of intellect.

And intellect has as its object

and end the One or Good, \vi th \·lhich it achieves unity through
intuition.

But in v1hat does this intellectual life consist?

What aoes the serious man do and ho\'1 does he act, given this
desire ultimately to achieve unity \·lith the One?
\'Je

For an ansv-1er

must look to the portion of the key text found in chapter

eleven (#22-26).

There Plotinus again takes the serious man

as his starting point and considers him as a \vhole being and
not piecemeal as his opponents often did.
If

\'le

investigate in Hhat the good state of the serious

man's living inner reality consists, we shall find that his
attention is directed inward and that external activities do
not interest him.

The inner life of intellect, characterized

by a turning invrard tov1ards unity, is of utmost interest to
11see above,

pp. 23 sqq. and pp. 40 sqqo
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the serious

man..

It is folly to lool;: for him in external ac-

tivities or to seek the object of his contemplation or desire
in outt,Jarcl things. (#23).

His inner reality achieves its good

state through intellect, specifically through his contemplation of the levels of Soul and Nous (thereby leading him to
unity vlithin himself) and through intuition (thereby leading
him to unity with the One or Good).

This good state would not

even be possible "if one said that out'lrrard things 'lrrere to be
desired and that the serious man desired themrr (#24). 12
His good state does not prevent the serious man from

~dsh

ing that all men (including himself) were prosperous and not
subject to evil and suffering.

But if these latter should be

present, the good state of his inner reality will be unaffected.
But 'lrrould this not indicate that the serious man is essentially
selfish and

,,.Ji thout compassion for his fellovr man? Plotinus

night respond as follovJS.

The good state of the serious man's

inner reality is not affected by the rise and fall of' his
nei;::;hbors 1 (or his

o~v.n)

good fortune precisely because such

fluctuations belong to the outer aspect of man while the serious man's attention is turned invmrd to a region unaffected
by fortune, siclmess, magic, death and the like.

Thus, t-Jhile

he would not deny himself or his fellmv man any of the material
12Plotinus does not mean that the serious man 't'rould deny
himself any reasonable comforts, but only that he Imovrs their
proper value and function and thus can appreciate them simply
for \·That they are: necessary but ultimately \vorthless concerns
of earthly life. See I, 4 (46), 16, lines 10 ff.; II, 9 (33),
9, lines 3-8; and I, 6 (1), lines ll-13.
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cor:J.forts of life, the serious oa.'rl' s m.m. life (i.e., his inner
reality: the life of intellect) does not depend on such comforts for the maintenance of its good state (#26). 1 3
Conclusions.

In light of the key text just analyzed,

vJhat are the characteristics of the serious man?

In previous

chapters of our thesis "1/le sau that the chief characteristic
of the serious man is unity.
wi~h

This the serious man achieves

his intellect by its contemplative ascent through the

levels of Soul and Nous to ultimate intuition of the One or
Good.

Thus, to be real is to be one.
In the present chapter of our thesis, ho't'.Jever,

that to be real is also to be good.

\'Te

see

Here the emphasis shifts

from unity to goodness and excellence.

In other words, this

key text gives us more directly Plotinus' theory of morality,
while.earlier key texts gave us his ontology or, more accurately, henology.

vlhat is the significance of such a shift?

He already lmovJ that the serious man is unified vrithin himself
and vJith the One.

But \·That sort of unity is this?

vJith the Good itself.

It is unity

The serious man, \•Then he achieves this

unity, has the good uithin himself: he is the good..

The unity

that the serious man has is identical tlith his goodness (it is
l3Plotinus' point here is that only when man turns to the
life of intellec-t;, and thus comes to unity, does he become
serious. In this Hay his inner reality comes to be in a good
state. When he achieves seriousness and this good state, he
is no longer subject to the distractions of everyday living
vihich affect his outer half. He sees that they are neither
truly real nor valuable. "His light burns \'lithin, like the
lir;ht in a lantern when it is blmvinp hard outside vrith a
great fury of 1.:1ind and. storm" (I, 4 L46], 8, lines 4-6) ..
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the good state of his inner reality) because the Primal Reality, the One, v;i th vrhich he is unified, is also the Good,
·uho also is the primal and emanative cause of his goodness.
There is a difference, in other \vords, bet'l.·reen r:1an 1 s or.·m good
(vrhich he has as an immanent and constituent cause 'itJithin him)
and the Good or One, which is the (in some sense of the term)
externa]- cause of man's goodness.

The Good or One, ho'l';rever ~

is ~not al\tvays "external" to man since a serious man can become
unified \·Jith It through contemplation and intuition.
serious, then, still means to be one, but

no~r

To be

it also means

to be good.
But even though unity and goodness are one and the same
state, they can be considered as t't'ro different aspects o:r that
state.

A man becomes serious by a purely intellectual process

of contemplation and intuition.

Before he can make this intel-

lectual ascent to unity and seriousness, though, he must first
detach himself from everything and everybody.
tachment can he approach the Primal Reality.

Only by such deThis is the pic-

tl:tre vre get vrhen we examine seriousness in terms of unity.
There is also the aspect of goodness to be considered.
vfuen the serious man achieves unity he also becomes good--he
achieves the good state of his inner reality.

As such, this

good state affords him the proper perspective \'Jith \rlhich. to
vievr and evaluate the people, things and events around him ..
Because he realizes that nothing better than this good state
is possible, all of the triumphs, hardships, pleasures, and
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pains of his earthly existence ( vihile they d.o not become a.YJ.y
more pleasurable or any less painful) are recognized as mere
play and not serious matters at a11. 14
The serious man realizes that the real man. is other th~~
his out1:1ard parts. 1 5 Hence, any pursuit that involves them
\·rill only prove to be a distraction and a hindrance to the
good state of his inner reality.
so~much

But

\'Thy

does Plotinus devote

time to discussing the good state if it is nothing more

than the state of unity?

He vrants to sho\tr that 'ftThen a man

achieves seriousness, the concerns of this world will neither
diminish nor enhance that good state. 16 Secondly, Plotinus
\·rants to point out that given that state, the serious man's
attitude tm·1ards his fellm·T man \·rill be very different from
that of ordinary men.

He \vill not be unsympathetic towards

himself or remiss \'Jith respect to his mm. affairs.

He t·Till

render to his friends all that he renders to himself and so
uill be the best of friends and intelligent as 't"Tell. 1 7

14Plotinus asks in I, 4 (46), 14 that "if something adds
nothing to a state, hol:-r can its opposite take anything a;.'lay?"
In chapter 15, he notes that 11 to have more of them [i.e., the
'natural goods'] than others v10uld be no help ..... "

1 5r, L~ (L~6), 14, lines 13-15.
16The serious man "is not the composite of soul and body;
separation from the body and the despising of its so-called
goods makes this plain • • • [and] the good state of one's
inner reali t~r is life which is concerned \vith soul and is an
actuation of soul 11 --I, 4 (46), 1'+, lines 1-?. For helpful remarks on the idea of man's separation from earthly concerns
see Andrmv Smith, Porphyry's Place in the Neo~latonic Tradition (The Hague: I1artlnus Nijhoff, 1914), p. 3..

1 7r, 4 (46), 15, lines 20 ff.
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The single most significant service the serious

m~~ c~~

perform for his neighbors is to help them achieve the same
state of seriousness he himself enjoys.

Accordingly, he t·rill

try to live an exemplary life so that those t.·rho are not yet
serious might see and learn from him.

Furthermore, he t.illl

share his insights and knm'.7ledge vJith them and thus help them
achieve_ unity 'lrTithin themselves and ultimately \'lith the One.
\Vi tnout compromising his m•m seriousness or his mm good state,
then, the serious man -vlill help his fello'l.'r men to achieve the
unity necessary for the true and good life.
But

\·Te

must not assume that the life of the serious man

is a mixture of good and bad, of the intellectual and the mundane.

The common life of body and soul carmot constitute the

good state of one's inner reality.

The serious man takes as

his good not the apparent goods of this \'lorld but the One or
Good of the highest realm, \vith vrhich he becomes unified.
11

He must hold on to this as his sole goal, and change his

other circumstances as he changes his dwelling place • • • He
must p;ive to his bodily life as much as it needs and he can
give; but he himself is

other than it and

it in nature's good time."

•

•

0

v1ill abandon

18

Thus some things v1ill contribute to the good state of' his
inner reality \vhile others will only belong to that irlhich is
joined to him: his outer half or body.

This he t.-rill put up

\·rith as J.,ong as he can, "like a musician \'lith his lyre, as long

18Ibid., Ch. 16, lines 13-20.
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as he can use it; if he cannot use it he •:rill chanr:;e to another • • • yet the instrument vias not given him at the beginning

\'li thout

good rea son. 111 9

\vi th this final remark a further question arises: vlhat
is the purpose and significance, if any, of man's presence
and participation in bodily existence with its attendant pleasures and pains?
is ~offered.

In treatise I, 4, no answer to this question

Our analysis of the next key text may offer some

clarification of this pointe

l9Ibid., Ch. 16, lines 21 ff.

CHAPTER V
AHli.LYSIS OF ENNEADS III, 2 ( 4-7), 15
\'le

shall

n0\'1

examine our fourth key text, found in chap-

ter fifteen of III, 2: "On Providence," \'lhich according to
Porphyry is the forty-seventh treatise Plotinus
thus belongs among his mature v~i tings. 1

\'~ote

and

\'le shall begin by

giving the key text in paraphrase and/or trru1slation, followed
by comments and conclusions.
[1] Having examined in previous chapters of this treatise

the nature of individual things taken separately, Plotinus in
chapter fifteen takes up the difficulties which come about from
the ·intert\vining and association among individual things in
the vicible universe.

[2] The existence of hostilities among

men and the daily struggle for survival among all living things
makes one

"~:JOnder

Vlhether the logos of this universe could have

brought about and seemingly even condoned such a state of affairs.

[3] The argument that everything is as good as it can

be and that matter is to blame for all evils in the All is
invalid if it is true that the logos caused the state of affairs
1

Porphyry, non the Life of Plotinus," p. 25, lines 30-35.
Treatises III, 2 and III, 3 (47 and 48 in Porphyry's chronological ordering) are Porphyry's divisions of what was originally
a single long work on Providence. In our explication of the
key text, hm·Tever, we shall consider only relevant portions of
III, 2.
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to be such as it is.

[4] In this case the logos is the ori-

gin of all things, both those \vhich are being brought into
existence

no~:l

and those vrhich are already arranged together

in ranks at the beginning.
[ 5] But vrhy is it necessary that there be strife and

death among living beings?

Because in this way they are trans-

formed into each other by coming alive as different beings.
[6] There is no cruelty in such death because it is like the
11

death 11 of an actor on stage \'lho changes his costume and

comes on again in another role.

[7] In real life the death

of a man is nothing more than a changing or putting off of
the body and is no more tragic than the actor's change of costume.

[8] This change of living beings into one another is

not as cruel as it might appear, for otherv!ise the All \'lOUld
be barren and without variety.
Key Text III, 2 (47), 15
11

[9] But since life as it is found in the All is a mani-

fold, it makes all things and \veaves them together in the life
[it commQnicates] and does not cease from making beautiful and
shapely living toys.

[ 10] When men direct their 'treapons

against each other, fighting in orderly rallies and playing in
their \'Tar dances, their battles shm·r that all human serious
matters are children's ga.'U.es; they tell us that deaths are
nothing terrible and that those \·Tho die in v1ars and battles
anticipate only a little the death '\.vhich comes in old age-the;y r:1erely

§'~O

m·my and come back quicker.

[ll] If their
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property is taken away \·Thile they are still alive, they may
recognise that it was not theirs before either and that its
possession is a mockery to the robbers when they themselves
are robbed by others.
a~.;·my,

And for those i.vho do not have it taken

to have it is vrorse than being deprived of it.
"[12] \ve should be spectators of murders, all deaths, and

the

t~ings

and sackings of cities as if they were on the stages

or theatres and were all changes of scenery and costume and
acted vmilings and weepings.

[13] For in the events o.f our

life here it is not the soul within but the outside shadow of
man t-Jhich cries and moans and carries on in every sort o.f

\'la:y

as though on a stage which is the vrhole earth, 'ti'There men have
in many places set up their stages.

[14] Doings like these be-

long to a man who knoi.'lS hmv to live only the lovrer and external
life· and is not

a~vare

that he is playing in his tears, even

when they are serious tears.

For only the serious part of man

can treat serious affairs seriously; the rest of man is a toy.
[15] But toys, too, are taken seriously by those torho do not
know hm·r to be serious and are toys themselves.

If anyone

joins in their play and suffers their sort of sufferings, he
should realize that he has fallen into a children's game and
put off his play costume.

[16] Even if Socrates plays some-

times, it is by the outer Socrates that he plays."
Comments.

Before we can explicate this key text

\lie

must

set it within its context by explaining three points that are
discussed in other chapters of III, 2: the All, individual
things and providence.

For Plotinus, only an unintelligent
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ma.n. would suggest that the being and structure of this universe (or All) came about and nov1 is maintained by accident
or chance rather than by providence (Ch. 1, l-10).
But exactly how did this All come about and \'That role
does providence play in it?
from calculation.

The All \vas not made in time or

Its being and structure come from

~

\vhich is logically prior to the All and which eternally brings
the latter into existence through exemplary causality.

The

Nous, the true All, is the model according to \'lhich this lm·1er
All is produced through contemplation (Ch. 1, 22-27). 2 Nous
contemplates the One and the content of this contemplation is
Soul.

Soul then turns back to its immediate source, Nous, and

contemplates it.3

The content of that contemplation is this

lower All, ':rhich is a logos because it represents the higher
real:i-ty on a lmver level (Ch. 2, 35-42; Ch. 16, 10-17) •
.From the true All of Nous, which is one, this lO\'ler All.
has arisen.

It consists of a multiplicity of both friendly

an.d hostile parts.

Hhen taken together, hmvever, these parts

form a single harmonious \<Thole in the same \vay that individual
sounds \·Then they are brought together form a beautiful melody
(Ch. 2, 25-35).

This All came to be not out of rational plan-

ning but out of the necessity that there be a second nature
2see also II, 3 (52), 18, lines 9-22.
3Plotinus does not mention Soul and speaks as though Nous
directly makes the material universe. He speaks in this cur1ous vray because he \vants to emphasize providence 'l.·rhich, as the
image of the true All of Nous, is more the doing of Nous than
of Soul. See also above, Chapter 2, #19.
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since the true All (Nous) \vas not of such a kind as to be the
lowest level of reality (Ch. 2, 1-15; Ch. 3, 1-10).

There-

fore, Nous, as the object of Soul's contemplation, gives something of itself (i.e., logos) to matter and thus quietly makes
all things by alvmys being present among them (Ch. 4, 16-21).
This presence of Nous in the All is providence.

Because it is

logos, then, providence actually is this All in its relationsh~p

to Nous (Ch. 2, 32-40).
The parts of this All (individual plants, animals, men and

so on), if they are to have any meaning, must be understood not
as individuals but as parts of a whole guided by providence
14-15).

(Chs~

In this perspective, then, the ·t;Tars and conflicts

within this All are to be regarded simply as the necessary
elements for its proper functioning (Chs. 16-17).
We have seen that Providence is this All as it is related
to Nous.

Providence, therefore, is a logos insofar as it is

Nous on a

lo~er

level.

The parts of this All are well ordered

individually and collectively because this All is ordered in
conformity ui th the true All of Nous, vlhich is one.

\·Ji th these

points in mind 1.1e may novr turn to our explication of the key
text.
In treatise III, 2 Plotinus examines the role which providence plays in the All.

He shm1s that all the events occur-

ring in the All, even those v1hich most men \1ould regard as
evil or unjust, are necessary for its balance and harmony.
Only unintelligent men consider things individually and not as
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parts of a unified \·Jhole and come to the conclusion that there
is evil and injustice in the All (Ch. 1, 1-5).

The serious

man, on the other hand, looks at this All and sees it as a
manifold \·lhich is populated by an endless variety of beautiful
a11d shapely living toys (#9).
11

ll.

toys 11 ? ·

I:Je

But ''rhy should things be called

have already pointed out that this All is only an

imperfe_ft reflection of the true All of Nous..

Unlike its model,

this All is not one but is divided into a multiplicity of conflicting and friendly parts (Ch. 1, 20-30; Cho 2, 1-10).

Each

individual in this All, therefore, is merely a reflection of
its more perfect counterpart in the true All and thus is less
unified and less real.
real objects.

N0\·1

toys are copies or miniatures of

As such they are less real and less important

than the objects they imitate.5

Therefore, to say the.t the

~Armstrong points out in a footnote to chapter fifteen of

III, 2 that Plotinus might have in mind here the Platonic notion that man is God's toy. In Laws, VII, 803b-d, for example,
Plato says that man's life does not deserve to be taken seriously, a.11d yet \•le cannot help being in earnest. The proper
thing is to show earnestness in a suitable way (i.e., keep our
seriousness for serious things and not waste it on trifles).
Therefore, only real play and real education are supremely serious for man. According to Plato, \·le must live this \vay since
\ve are really onlj- puppets \vi th a trace of reality about us.
Thus God is the real goal of all beneficent serious endeavor
l;lhile man has been constructed as his toy. All of us, then,
must fall into our role and spend life in making our play as
perfect as possible.
- Curiously enough Plato else\·Ihere says that "playfulness is
sometimes a relief from seriousness" (Philebus, 30e). \·le shall
soon see that such a position is quite different from Plotinus•
m·m vim·T that playfulness is never a desirable state for man
because it deprives him of the unity characteristic of his true
state. A man 1:1ho is playful, then, is not truly real because
he has not achieved this unity.
5Else1.·1here IJlotinus points out that Soul does not pause
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individual things in this All are only "beautiful and shapely
living toys 11 means that, like children's toys, they are merely imitations of a greater reality, the true All of Nous.
Furthermore, when children play, they treat their toys
seriously because, owing to their young and uninformed state,
they mistake the miniature or imitation for the real object
(e.g., they treat a doll as if it vJ'ere a real person).

.And

men who take events in this All (wars, death, suffering and
so on) to be important act like children playing.

Such events

are no more serious than children's games because they are not
concerned \'lith vThat is truly valuable: the pursuits of intellect towards the achievement of unity (#10).
In addition, even death itself, whether it occurs on the
battlefield or is caused by other factors, is not really important ]:>ecause it is merely a shedding of the body and thus i.s
similar to an actor's change of costume (#5-8).

Such costumes

a:r:-e necessary only for the actor's roles on stage but not; for
his day-to-day life.

The loss of the body, then, is to be

vievJed as the loss of something that is not essential to the
serious man, except insofar as his earthly existence is
for willing or planning because such procedure \'!Ould not be an
act of sheer nature but of applied art. But art is of later
origin than Soul and produces only dim and feeble copies-toys--\·rhich are things of no great \vorth (IV, 3 [27], 10,
lines 13-20). In still another treatise he evaluates the
status of playthings in general: 11 some lovers \'TOr ship earthly
beauty and it is enough for them, but others, those \·rho have
recollected the archetype [i.e., those who are serious], venerate that higher beauty too, and do not treat this earthly
beauty • • • 'dith disrespect since they see in it the product
and playthinP; of that othertt (III, 5 [50], 1, lines 60-65).
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concerned.

Else'dhere Plotinus points out that, except for the

good state of his inner reality, everything else that the serious man has is just "something he \'Tears; [and] you could not
call it part of him because he 1.·rears it icrithout \vanting to." 6
The same holds true for \'leal th and other personal possessions:
to have them is worse than being deprived of them (#11).7

Thus,

the body is a distraction and hindrc:,nce to the serious man • s
rea:l goal: unification 1:1i thin himself and \'lith the One. 8
In general, then, we should look at death, war and other
such seemingly serious human concerns as though they were no
more real than children's games or the activities that take
place on the stage of a theatre: "all changes of scenery and
6 I, ~ (~6), 4, lines 14 ff. Also see ibid., ch. 16,
lines 10 ff. Bece.use the serious man has the good state as
his only goal in life, he "~:Till change his circumstances as he
changes his dwelling place vJhenever it is to the advantage of
his good state to do so. And like a musician 1..Ti th a lyre, if
he can no longer use something profi·l;ably, he 'ltlill chanp;e to
another.
7The possession of stolen property by robbers becomes a
mockery 1:1hen they themselves are later robbed (#11). Thus
providence preserves justice and equilibrium in the universe
even then because those v1ho inflict injustices on others are
later punished by suffering similar injustices themselves ..
This example is important because it illustrates that only the
serious man, because he has trained his intellect and thus understands the role of providence in the All, can look upon these
and similar 11 injustices 11 and conclude that they are merely play
and therefore do not contribute to unity.
8see Plato, Phaedo, 64e, 65b-d, and 67d, where he argues
that the body is only a hindrance to the soul's search for reality and truth. For Plotinus, 11 the true \•Takening is a true
getting up from the body, not 1:1i th the body; • • • the true
rising is a rising altogether m1ay from bodies which are of
the opposite nature to soul and opposed to it in reality" (III,
6 [26J, 6, 71-75).
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costume

and.

acted vrailings and \·:eepings 11 (f,tl2).

In fact, the

entire earth is like a stage upon ·1:1hich such huma.11. dramas
ceaselessly unfold and are acted out.9

And on this earthly

stage, 11 many stages are set up on v1hich actors perform
(/)13) • 10 Therefore, just as i;Je do not take as real v1hat

11

goes on during a play (e.g., ·1:1hen a character
\·Ie

11

dies 11 on stage,

do not think that he is really dead) , so too vie should not

treat the seemingly important events of this earthly life as
though they were truly real and seriousG

The

everyd~

activ-

ities of man's earthly life are mere play because they do not
contribute to the achievement of unity and therefore of seriousness.
But 1..-1hy should such events and activities be vie\.;ed in
9f.'larcus Aurelius, \•Iri ting a century earlier, makes a simi~
lar point ·v:hen speaking of the praetor \·Jho has employed. an
acto~ and nm·r dismisses him from the stage.
"'But I have not
finished the five acts, but only three of them.' Good, but
in life the three acts are the 1:1hole drama. For vihat shall
constitute a complete drama is determined by him who first
caused its conposi tion, and nm·r its dissolution: but you are
the ca·use of neither. Depart then serenely, for he vrho releases you is also serene' 1 (Hedi tations, XII, 36). Liket.;ise,
Shakespeare, centuries after Plotlnus, would repeat (Macbeth,
Act 5, Scene 5) that "life's but a \valking shadov1; a poor
player that struts and frets his hour upon the stage and then
is heard no more."
10The deaths and other tragedies that occur on stage are
not to be taken seriously because they are not real and actual
deaths. For the same reason actual deaths and sufferings are
not to be taken seriously because they are not really tragic
but merely a necessary part in the cycle of life. Plotinus
points out elsewhere (III, 6 [26], 6, 69-80) that the body is
"opposed [to soul] in respect of reality. [Its] • • • coming
into being and flux and perishing, which does not belong to
the nature of reality, are evidence of this."
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this curio·us \·ray?
them..

Because it is the serious man \·Jho

vie~·rs

Only he understands that providence in the All is a

life v1hich quietly contains rationality and Hhich, by setting
its parts against each other and making them deficient, generates and maintains the conflicts bet\,reen its various opposite elements. 11

And it is this constant con~lict which

gives the All its structure and constitutes its very reality
(Ch. 2, 25-32).

To illustrate this we may consider a melody,

which is achieved by bringing together heretofore distinct
and apparently conflicting sounds into coherent harmony, or
the plot of a play, vlhere many conflicting characters and situations are brought into harmonious concord 't·Ti th one another
for the sake of the completion of the story (Ch. 16,

30~5).

Plotinus uses this analogy bet1.-1een an ordinary man and an
actor.on a stage, therefore, to illustrate that in man's dayto-day life it is not the soul within but only his outside
shadow \vhich cries, moans, suffers death and so on (#13-14).
This outside shadovJ, the outer man, is like the actor's costume.

It is not a vital part of one's personal being and is

put on and off as the directions in the play indicate.
11This point is remarkably similar to the Heraclitean

notion (Fragment f/:8) that "that 't'lhich is in opposition is in
concert, and from things that differ comes the most beautiful
harmony" (Freeman, transl., Ancilla to the Presocratic Philosophers, p. 25). For Heraclitus the very reality of an indivldual thing depends on and is identical \'lith the tension of
opposites within it. For Plotinus it is the universe itself
vrhich becomes real and complete as the result of the harmonization of its various opposite elements.
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Furthermore, just as the actor performs on the artificial
setting of a stage (constructed to imitate the real "'rorld)
and acts out the emotions proper to his role, so too man
finds himself in this All ( vJhich is an imitation of the true
All) as on a stage of sorts upon 1:1hich he acts out his life.
For Plotinus, then, every man is composed of an outer
aspect, concerned vJi th the e1eryday pursuits of life, and an
inner aspect, concerned only with the achievement of unity.
To achieve this

lh~ity

and, therefore, to become serious, he

must develop the inner man and disregard the outer. As Plotinus points out elsewhere, 12 man must try to become as good
and perfect as he possibly can.

It is this search for perfec-

tion \·rhich dominates the inner man.

He \"'ill reach perfection

and thus achieve seriousness only by disregarding the concerns
of tlle outer man, who only lives among the distractions of
the physical world.
Finally, if a philosopher such as Socrates sometimes
plays, it is only the outer Socrates that does so.

~llien

Soc-

rates plays he 1movJs that he is playing, unlike those \'lho
12II, 9 (33), 9, lines 26 ff. In I, 2 Plotinus repeats
·v1hat Plato ( Theaetetus, 176b; Republic, 613b; Timaeus, 90a;
LavlS, 716c) and Aristotle (Nichomachean Ethics, 11?'11532 ff.)
had alreadJ'- said: the good for man is to attain likeness to
God as far as he can. This is accomplished by the soul's ascent, through contemplation a...~d intuition, to unity \'lith the
One, an ascent made possible by the fact that a part of the
soul alvrays remains on the higher level and therefore is never immersed in the activities of the physical \•Torld (see above,
Chapter Tv10, #9). Plotinus makes similar points in II, 9 (33),
2; IV, 3 (27)~ 12; IV, 8 (6), 8; and V, 1 (10), 10; II, 2 (14),
2; I, 6 (1), 6 and 9; VI, 9 (9), 11; and VI, 2 (43), 11. For
further discussion of this and related points, see Rist, Plotinus: The Hoad to Reality, pp. 154-168.
-

?2
think they are serious 1:1hen they play • 1 3

He have already

pointed out (Ch. 3, #1) that even Plotinus himself played
sometimes.

His playing,

ho~:Jever,

vras :for the sake of some-

thing serious and occurred vJi thin a serious conteJ...'"t ..
Conclusions.

\vny should the problems and events of

daily life seem so insignificant to the serious man?
he

ha~

Because

achieved unity vli th the One through contemplation and

intuition and therefore understands the true nature o:f Providence in the All as the less perfect and less unified reflection of the true All of Nous.

He knovJS that tvar, death and

other such events are only happenings on the stage of life
hinder the achievement of raan' s proper end: seriousness

"~:!hich

through U."'li ty \'lith the One.

Such concerns are mere play and
belong merely to the outer man. 14 Therefore, only by refusing
to b·e distracted vli th such playful activity can the real and
inner part of man achieve ~mity and seriousness. 1 5
1

3socrates here is the opposite of Hercules who is concerned l'Ti th the importance of his mm achievements because he
lives only the lm,rer and outer life (IV, 3 [27], 27 and 32).
Thus Hercules takes seriously \'That is merely playful. Socrates too, I:Jhen he plays, plays as the outer Socrates. HOI:Iever,
he always remembers that the real Socrates is inner and serious.
For further clarification of these points, see Gerard J.P. O'
Daly, Plotinus' Philosophy of the Self (New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1973), pp. 26-29.
14
Plotinus makes a similar point tiThen he argues against
those who ascribe reality to bodies and put their faith in
sense perception. They act "like people dreaming, t-Iho think
that the thin9s they see as real actually exist, tvhen they are
only· dreams 11 ~III, 6 [26], 6, lines 69-72).
l5To the auestion of vrhat the serious man is, Plotinus
anm:rers in III~, 4 (15), 6 that 11 he is the man \'lho acts by his
better part .. " He acts as the inner man tvould, since intellect
is active in him. "He is, then, himself a spJ..rit or on the
level of a spirit and his e;uardian spirit is God.u

CHAPTER VI
SUi··'II'1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Before we begin to drat·! forth conclusions regarding seriousness in Plotinus' Enneads, let us summarize what has gone
before.
The serious man is he t•rho is unified t'li thin himself and
1:1i th the One.

As a result, he has all that he needs

himself and has no need to turn to what is outside.

t~Tithin

Unlike

the man of action, v1ho must construct artifacts or utter sentences in order to be at1are of \'lhat he is contemplating, the
serious man, by contemplating Soul and Nous and by intuiting
the .One, is already a vision ·t::Ti th respect to himself and to
all that is v1i thin him.
that he

"~.'Tho

In seriousness, therefore, t-Te find

intuits (the serious man) and tl]hat is intuited

(the one or Good) have become completely
nmv one.

~Ulified--the ~ro

are

For the serious man genuine fulfillment and true

happiness consist in unification by means of his intelligence
1
through intuition of its object, the One.
But if seriousness through unity is man's only and true
end, \·Thy do so many men engage in play tl]hen the latter consists in manipulating thoughts, toying

1 see above, pp. 29-34.
'(3

'I:Ti th

ideas, spea.ld.ng

paradoxically, &'1d acting in vrays that lead only to multiplicity and confusion?

The answer is that they become so con-

cerned t·Ii th the events of daily life and

"~Hi th

the needs of

the body that they come to believe that reality and truth
reside in these.

Such men think they are really being seri-

ous when the;y- vvorry over death, engage in v1ars, or pursue
\'leal th and pm·Ier.

These actions, however, are mere play be-

cause they contribute nothing to the achievement of unity and
seriousness.
For many men, then, playfulness issues from a distinctive
perspective on reality and becomes a way of life.

They have

jobs to do (e.g., soldiering, conducting business, farming).
They pursue them faithfully and conscientiously and, as a result, think they are being serious.

But, in the final analy-

sis,·all jobs (except that of the philosopher) are mere play
because none of them helps man to achieve unity.

To be truly
serious, then, is to be unified and therefore non-playful. 2
But in 1.·1hat precisely does this unity consist and ho1:r is

it achieved?

~he

unity discussed in this thesis is a gradual

identification with the Primal Reality, the One or Goodo

A

man achieves this only \vhen his intellect completes its contemplative ascent through the levels of Soul and Nous and comes
to intuition of the One.

Since the One is the primal and, ul-

timately, the only reality, man himself becomes truly real only
i;Jhen unified \•Ti th It.

Thus to be real is to be One.

2see above, pp. 35-43.

Any item
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is real only because of its unity.

Consequently, a fall into

multiplicity is likevJise a fall into unreality.

This is Plo-

tinus' most basic and far-reaching insight.3
This insight also has a dynamic aspect: vJhatever is truly
real must by that very fact cause subsequent realities.

Ac-

cordingly, 'I:Jhat is one is not only real but also perfect and
pm·1erful.

But \·rhatever is perfect and pmverful automatically

and~necessarily

overflows and thereby produces another (but

lesser) reality which depends upon and turns back to its cause
with desire and love.

To this extent the One, as the cause of

all subsequent lesser reality and as the object of their desire,
is also the ultimate Good. 4
With these points in mind we may reformulate Plotinus'
basic insight as follo1:1S: to be real not only means to be one
but also to be good.
also the Supreme Good.

\'That is totally simple and unified is
As the ultimate source of absolutely

all else and as the universal goal of desire, the One is the
Good.

Whatever is one, then, is also good--good to others by

producing them automatically and necessarily, and good for
3s=•he following are some texts v1hich sug~est the primacy
of unity: VI, 9 (9), 1; V, 5 (32), 5; VI, 6 (34), 1; and VI,
2 (L~3), 11.

L~Plotinus expresses the dynamic aspect o~ reality b~ his
doctrines of going forth and turning back ( 1tpooo"os and e1tc.,61'fO~~). He frequently makes the follmving t\•JO points in the
same text: 'i:Jhat is perfect inevi tab1y gives rise to products
and, second, each product turns back to its source because of
desire and love (See V, L~ [7] l· V, 1 [10], 6 and 7; V, 2
[11]~ 1; II, 9 [33], 8; V, 3 (49j, 11; V, 5 [32], 12; and VI,
7 [2J' 20).
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others as the object of their desire.5
In this vmy Plotinus' ontological or henological perspective is simultaneously a theory of morality too.

vr.nen the ser-

ious man achieves unity, he actually has the good within himself: he :Ls the good.

The unity in the serious man is iden-

tical \vi th goodness (the unity is the good state of his inner
reality~

because the Primal Reality, the One, which unifies

man~

is also the Good, the primal and emanative cause of his
goodness. 6 Just as the One and the Good are identical, so too

unity and goodness are one and the same state in man a.Tld consist of his seriousness.
\ie have already seen that a man achieves unity by purely

intellectual means: contemplation and intuition.

But practical-

ly he also achieves this unity by detaching himself from the
concerns of the universe in "'Thich he lives.
everything and everybody o

He is free from

vJi th the achievement of the good

state of his inner reality, the serious man has the proper perspective itJi th \vhich to vie\"! a.Tl.d to evaluate the people, things,
and events around him.
than his out1.-1ard parts.

He kno\'JS that the real man is other
Hence, any pursuit that involves those

outvra.rd parts will only prove to be a distraction from 'Vlhat is
real.
5For this and other poln~s regarded as key elements in
Plotinus' philosophy, see Leo S\·Teeney, "Basic Principles in
Plotinus' Philosophy," pp. 506-16.
6Armstrong and others incorrectly translate b offov~Zos
as "the truly good and \•Iise man" or "the good man" \vhereas its
literal and most accurate meaning is "the serious man." Hol,.,
the man viho is serious is certainly both good and \'lise but his
~ost essential characteristic is unity.
He becomes serious,
good., and uise only after he achieves unity \"Iithin himself and
uith the One.
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This, hm·tever, does not mean that the serious ma.71. has no
regard for other persons.

Hhile it is true that he does not

allm·T their everyday interests and activities (v1hich are mere
play) to overvrhelm him, he does strive, insofar as he is able,
to help others achieve the same state of seriousness he already enjoys.

Accordingly, he tries to live

an exemplary

life so that those \vho are not yet serious might learn .from

~him and thus come to unity the~selves.?
The serious man, then, takes as good not the apparent
goods of this \·mrld but the One or Good of the highest realm,
\'lith whom he becomes unified.

This unity is his only goal ...

For it alone constitutes the good state of his inner reality,
and everything else is secondary and ultimately unimportant.
Thus, some things contribute to his good inner state \vhile
others only belong to his outer and inferior half, the body$ 8
To the latter he gives only v1hat it needs to exist because he
realizes that it makes no contribution to his seriousness and
must be ignored and eventually discarded.9
But v1h;y should the concerns of body and the events of
?As Armstrong points out in his preface to the Enneads,
''the primary object of all Plotinus' philosophical activity is
to bring his m-m soul and the souls of others by vray o.f Intellect to union \vith the Onetl (Vol. 1, p .. xxv). Plotinusr
reputed last t.oJords seem to bear this out: "Try to bring back
the god in you to the divine in the All!" (Porphyry, Life of
Plotinus, ch. 2, lines 26-27)o
8 rii, 4 (15), 2, lines 6-16. If man is to achieve salvation and purification he must "escape" to the upper \vorld and
rise to 1:1hat is intelligible, to intellect and to God, the One.
0

;;See above, pp.

L~9-60.
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daily life seem so insignificant to the serious man?

Because

he has achieved unity \vi th the One through contemplation and
intuition and therefore understands the true nature of the
All in ,,rhich he lives.

This, he sees, is merely a reflection

of the true All of Nous and, as such, is less perfect, less
unified and, therefore, less real.

Thus the activities, prob-

lems, B.Dd events vrhich occur in it are only imitations and
thus are only as real as the actions and events on a stage.
These are mere play and belong only to the outer part of man.
Only by refusing to be distracted by such playful activity
can the real part of man, the inner man, achieve unity and
.

ser~ousness.

10

Having delineated precisely what seriousness is in Plotinus' man, let us novr evaluate its role and significance in
Plotinus' philosophy.
There are, as Emile Brehier has stated, tvm major questions 1:1i th which Plot in us ' ,,rri tings seem to be concerned: first,
the moral problem concerning the destiny of the soul and concerning the means of returning it to its proper state; second,
the philosophical problem of the structure and rational explanation of reality.

He also points out that the characteristic

feature of Plotinus' system appears to be the close union of
these t·Ho problems--indeed, such a union that it is impossible
to lmm·I Hhich is subordinate to the other. 11

These tvro

lOsee above, pp. 63-?2 ..
11tmile Br~hier, La philosophie de Plotin (Paris: Librairie
philosophique J. Vrin, 19~1), p. 23.
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problems are so closel;y -related, in fact, ·(;hat the discovery
of the principle of reali t~r, \·Jhich is the goal of philosophic
research, is at the same time the end of the soul's journey
tm'lard the One, the fulfillment of man's true end, and the
achievement of seriousness.
But hm·J do v!e reach that true goal and, as Plotinus asks,
11

\vhat art is there, vJhat method or practice, \vhich vrill take

us up there vrhere vTe must go?

\fuere that is, that it is to

the Good, the first principle, we can take as agreed upon and
established by many demonstrations; and the demonstrations
themselves \·lere a kind of leading upon our vray. n 12 'ltlhat sort
of person is to be led on this upward path?
who sees and understands reality.

He must be one

Only the philosopher or

the serious man can do this because "he is the one vrho is by
naturaready to respond

a~d

• • • has begun to move to the

higher itJorld, and is only at a loss for someone to shm·r him
the vm·:l·

So he must be shovm and set free, vri th his m-m. good

1.·1ill, he \·rho has long been free by nature. "l3
The philosopher or serious man is set free by his coming
to understand that reality appears as a hierarchically ordered
series of several levels, each of which depends on the preceding level for its pmmr, unity and reality.

Nature (\.,rhich

constitutes the formal factor in our All) is nothing more than
the content of the contemplation of Soul, l:rhich is in turn the
121, 3 (20), 1, lines 1-7.
1 31, 3 (20), 3, lines 1-10.
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content of the contemplation of Nous, \•Thich is caused by the
One not through contemplation but through emanation.

All

reality, then, ultimately depends on the One.
Han, too, depends on the One for his reality.

He becomes

real a..""l.d serious only b:r coming to unity '.:Ji th himself and
the One.

His realization of the principle

11

i:Ti th

to be real is to

be one :r and of all that this principle entails gives him a
means to achieve unity and, therefore, seriousness.

This he

does through philosophy because only by using its method can
he distinguish between good and bad, knowledge and opinion,
seriousness and play.

Only philosophy

11

stops \•Tandering about

the \·Torld of sense and settles dovm in ·the \'TOrld of intellect,
and there it occupies itself • • • feeding the soul in what
Plato calls 'the plain of truth,' using his method of division
to • ,. • deteroine the essential nature of each thing, and to
find the primary kinds, and vJeaving together by the intellect
all that issues from these primary kinds, until it has traversed the

~"1hole

intelligible vrorld; then it resolves again the

structure of that v10rld into its parts, and comes back to its
starting point; and then, lceeping quiet

..

• it busies itself

no more, but, having arrived, beholds the One. 1114
It is only the serious man, then, who by philosophy comes
to understand that the many seemingly important activities and
concerns of earthly life are mere play since true happiness
and goodness consist only in unity with the One.
lL~

I, 3 (20), 4, lines 7-25.
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Let us conclude this thesis ltTi th a passage from Plotinus'
first treatise, I, 6,

11

0n Bcauty. 11 l5

Its chapter seven is a

uost beautiful and moving description of ascent to, and eventual unity 'I.V'i th, the Primal Reality: "So v;e must ascend again
to the Good,

~·Jhich

every soul desires.

Anyone 't'Iho has seen it

knm·rs \vhat I mean vJhen I say it is beautiful.

It is desired

as good, and the desire for it is directed to good, and the attainment of it is for those \•Tho go up to the higher

~Torld

and

are converted and strip off v-That \'le put on in our descent • • •
until,

passin~

in the ascent all that is alien to the God, one

sees alone That alone, simple, single, and pure, from v1hich
all depends a...'1d to vThich all look and are and live and think:
for it is cause of life and mind and being.n 16 Plotinus also
perceived that such attainment brought joy..

"If anyone sees

it, i:Jbat passion v1ill he feel, ·1:1hat longing in his desire to
be u.ni ted Ni th it, \·That a shock of delight! • • • he 'l.vho has
seen it glories in its beauty and is full of wonder and delight, endurinz; a shock which causes no hurt, loving Hith true
passion and piercing longing; he laughs at all other loves and

~ven thou~h all the key texts on seriousness are found
in rather late treatises, it is interesting to notice that even
in his very first treatise Plotinus anticipated the up'l.·rard
path to unity and seriousness so accurately.
16I, 6 (1), 7, lines 1-19. Although Plotinus himself
mi.?-;ht not have been sympathetic to the Christian vie\vpoint,
his words here are reminiscent of Christ's remark that 11 if
anyone desires to come after He, let him deny himself, take
up his cross and follovJ He. For whoever \'lishes to save his
life shall lose it; but \·Jhoever loses his life for i'1Y sake
shall find it. For l:ihat benefit uould it be to a man if he
ucre to gain the \•Ihole v1orld, but forfeit his soul?" (I-iatt.
16: 2L~-26) •
1
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despises \vhat he thought beautiful before •

o

•

Here the

greatest, the ultimate contest is set before our souls; all
our toil

a~d

trouble is for this, not to be left without a

share in the best of visions.

The man \vho attains this is

bJ.essed in seeing that 'blessed sight.' •

For this he

should give up the attainment of kingship and of rule over all
earth and sea and sky, if only by leaving and overlooking them
he -can turn to That and see ." 1 7

1 7I, 6 (1), 7, lines 1-19 and 31-40.
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